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Abstract 
Some conditions for recognizing a 3-manifold group 
by 
Karoline Pershell 
In this work we ask when a group is a 3-manifold group, or more specifically, when 
does a group presentation come naturally from a Heegaard diagram for a 3-manifold? 
We will give some conditions for partial answers to this form of the Isomorphism 
Problem by addressing how the presentation associated to a diagram for a splitting 
is related to the fundamental group of a 3-manifold, still using diagrams as a tool to 
answer these questions. In the process, we determine an invariant of groups (by way 
of group presentations) for how far such presentations are from 3-manifolds. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Mathematicians first became interested in 3-manifolds over 100 years ago, with the 
writings of Poincare and the continued work of Heegaard. Despite the passage of time, 
and the attention given to them, 3-manifolds remain a very active and intriguing field 
for the simplest of reasons. We still cannot answer the most basic questions about 
them: given 3-manifolds Mx and M2, is Mi ~ M2 (the Homeomorphism Problem)? 
Or, is 7Ti(Mi) = 7ri(M2) (the Isomorphism Problem)? 
Heegaard splittings and Heegaard diagrams provide a simple means of under-
standing a complicated 3-manifold by transforming a 3-dimensional problem into a 
2-dimensional one. Attributed to Poul Heegaard [Hee98, Prz93], this construction 
of a 3-manifold applies to manifolds both with and without boundary. Heegaard 
diagrams are very useful for understanding properties of a manifold as there is a 
wonderful correspondence between diagrams and the fundamental group for a closed, 
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compact 3-manifold (see [Sch02] for a proof), allowing transformations of a group pre-
sentation for the fundamental group to correspond to a simple calculus of diagrams 
(see [Zie88] or [Sch02] for a survey of the subject). However, even with the aid of 
diagrams, the problems for 3-manifolds are not solved because a manifold does not 
have a unique diagram, resulting in another problem: given two diagrams, can we 
determine if they represent the same manifold? In general, the answer is no. 
Theorem 1.1. The problem of deciding whether an arbitrary presentation presents 
a 3-manifold group is undecidable. 
If there existed an algorithm for deciding whether an arbitrary presentation presents 
a 3-manifold group, it would contradict the works of Rabin [Rab58] and Perelman 
[Pera, Perb, Perc]. 
For the following theorem, let W be the set of all presentations, and |P| the group 
presented by the presentation P. 
Theorem 1.2. (Rabin, 1958) LetYi be an algebraic property (i.e. a property preserved 
under isomorphisms) of finitely presentable groups such that (1) there exists at least 
one finitely presentable group which has the property n; (2) there exists at least one 
finitely presentable group which does not have the property n and is not isomorphic 
to any subgroup of a finitely presented group having n. The set S'(n) 
S(II) = {P : P G W, \P\ has property n } 
of all presentations (inW) of groups having the property n is not a recursive set. 
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The proof of the following theorem depends on the Poincare Conjecture. 
Theorem 1.3. (Hernpel and Jaco, 1972) A 3-manifold group is a direct product if 
and only if it is the direct product of a surface group and Z. 
Proof, (of Theorem 1.1) 
Suppose there exists an algorithm which decides whether an arbitrary presentation 
presents a 3-manifold group. Let Q be a presentation for a 3-manifold group that is 
neither a surface group nor isomorphic to Z. Let P be an arbitrary presentation. 
If we had this supposed algorithm, then we could decide whether Q x P (which 
can also be written as a finite presentation) presents a 3-manifold group, and by 
Theorem 1.3, Q x P is a 3-manifold group if and only if P is trivial. Thus if we 
had an algorithm to decide whether a presentation gives a 3-manifold group, then 
we could decide triviality, contradicting Theorem 1.2. Therefore, we cannot have a 
general algorithm that decides if a presentation has the property that it presents a 
3-manifold group because it would imply an algorithm for deciding triviality. • 
The main contribution of Rabin's work in [Rab58] is that, for any given presen-
tation, there does not exist a general and effective method of deciding whether the 
group defined by the presentation has the property in question (in our case, 'trivial-
ity'). However, we are not hoping to determine if any presentation gives a 3-manifold 
group. Rather, we developed a test that will recognize a class of presentations that 
present 3-manifold groups. As a result, we overlook some presentations that present 
3-manifold groups, but will not mistakenly identify a presentation as presenting a 
3-manifold group when it does not. That is, our rate of false positives is zero, and 
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we allow that we will have some false negatives. An obvious direction of future work 
would be to reduce the number of false negatives by expanding the class of 3-manifold 
presentations which we can recognize. 
1.2 Contributions 
We are considering a somewhat more general notion of a Heegaard diagram. Every 
Heegaard diagram determines a (compact oriented) 3-manifold, and also determines 
a group presentation. However the presentation need not present the fundamental 
group of the 3-manifold, as we show in the following theorem (proven in Chapter 3 
as Theorem 3.1). 
Theorem. Given a diagram D, 
\P(D)\**TTl{M(D))*Fk, 
where I30(S - X) = k + 1. 
The main question of this work is the following: when is a group a 3-manifold 
group, or more specifically, when does a group presentation come naturally from a 
Heegaard diagram for a 3-manifold? 
Prom the proof of Theorem 3.1, we determine that \P(D)\ = 7r1(M(Z))) when, 
from the diagram D := (S;X, T), S — X is one component and planar. There is an 
easy check to determine whether S — X is one component, so we restrict our attention 
to when that is the case and present results on how to determine whether S — X is 
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planar. 
Every presentation is determined by a family of Heegaard diagrams. We want 
to decide whether the presentation does indeed present the fundamental group of a 
3-manifold determined by one of these Heegaard diagrams. We explicitly state the 
characteristics of this family of diagrams associated to a trivially reduced presentation. 
1. Finite Class. There is a finite family of diagrams that determine P, made up 
of every possible curve re-ordering on the diagram determined by P. 
2. Infinite Class. We begin with a reduced presentation, but it may be a unre-
duced form of the presentation which yields a planar S — X (see §5.6.1 for an 
example). 
Any diagram determines a finite number (or a family) of signed permutation pairs, 
which are in one-to-one correspondence with the finite class mentioned above. This 
was first done by Montesino in 1983 [Mon83], and then by Hempel in 2004 [Hem04] 
for positive Heegaard diagrams, but little else has been done to describe a manifold 
as a pair of permutations. Permutation data is amenable to algorithmic sorting and 
checking techniques, thus with the newfound availability of fast computing power, 
we revisit permutation data as a way of encoding Heegaard diagrams, and hence 
3-manifolds. 
We have a method for producing a set of signed permutation data to encode a 
presentation §4.3, and developed an algorithm that produces this finite family and 
determines if any diagram from the finite family results in S — X being planar §4.4. 
The algorithm is implemented in the program DiagramTool §4.5. 
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In §5.6, we establish that the infinite class of diagrams from unreduced presen-
tations have switchbacks (corresponding to occurrences of XiX^1), which can be sys-
tematically inserted into P, the finite family of diagrams created and tested to see if 
any diagram yields a planar S — X. We summarize the work of §4.4-4.5, §5.6, and 
§5.6.1 as the following lemma. 
Lemma. The problem of deciding whether an arbitrary presentation naturally presents 
the fundamental group of a 3-manifold is recursively enumerable. 
Due to the unique geometric properties of a diagram with only two X-curves, we 
are able to make further conclusions about a 2-generator presentation, summarizing 
the work of Theorem 5.26 as the following corollary: 
Corollary. The problem of deciding whether an arbitrary presentation with two gen-
erators naturally presents the fundamental group of a 3-manifold is solved. 
1.3 Outline 
Chapter 2 briefly reviews the relationships between 3-manifolds, splittings, Heegaard 
diagrams and presentations. In Chapter 3 we prove that the Isomorphism Problem is 
not as simple as finding two diagrams with isomorphic presentations, since the presen-
tation determined by the diagram need not be equivalent to the fundamental group of 
the manifold determined by the same diagram. Chapter 4 formally establishes the re-
lationship between signed permutation pairs and diagrams, and presents an algorithm 
for using the permutation data to determine properties of the associated 3-manifold 
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(following in the vein of [Mon83] and [Hem04], but it is not restricted to positive 
diagrams), and ending with a closed condition for the 3-manifold determined by the 
permutation data set. In Chapter 5 we make claims about the 3-manifold determined 
by a presentation. We prove these by studying the properties of the family of diagrams 
determined by the presentation, sorting out the difficulties of the non-uniqueness of 
diagrams by identifying why we have a family of diagrams—specifically noting how 
the family of diagrams is related in terms of the permutation data—and giving a 
procedure for working with classes of diagrams as permutations to glean information 
about the 3-manifold determined by the presentation. Finally in Chapter 6 we dis-
cuss the invariant of groups that was inadvertently developed and discuss the limited 
situations in which application of this invariant would be beneficial. Throughout this 
paper we include open questions, indicating the direction of future work. 
Chapter 2 
Understanding 3-manifolds in the 
context of diagrams 
As mentioned in the Introduction, this paper extensively uses Heegaard diagrams 
(or just "diagrams" for short), objects which encode geometric, algebraic, topological 
and combinatorial data. Diagrams and splittings provide a convenient way of viewing 
and constructing 3-manifolds, but originally had a limited use in the study of this 
field because there is not a unique diagram for a splitting of genus > 2 (see [Hem76] 
Exercises 2.6-2.7 for an example). 
Definition 2.1. Let R n denote n-dimensional Euclidean space, Bn denote the unit 
ball {x e Rn : ||x|| < 1} in Kn, and denote the unit sphere {x e Mn : ||x|| = 1} 
in Rn . We call a space homeomorphic to Bn an n-cell, and a space homeomorphic to 
5 n _ 1 an (n — 1)-sphere. 
A (topological) n-manifold is a separable metric space, each of whose points has 
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an open neighborhood homeomorphic to either R™ or = {x G Mn : xn > 0}. 
The boundary of an n-manifold M, denoted dM, is the set of points of M having 
neighborhoods homeomorphic to M™. The interior of M, denoted Int(M), is defined 
to be M — dM. By invariance of domain, dM is either empty or an n — 1 dimensional 
manifold and ddM = 0 [Brol2], A manifold M is closed if M is compact with dM = 0 
and the manifold is open if M has no compact component and dM ^ 0. 
A compression body V is a obtained from a connected surface S by attaching 2-
handles to S x {0} and capping off any 2-sphere boundary components with 3-handles. 
We define 
d+V S x {1} 
and 
d_V = 8V- d+V, 
the latter of which is also the result of surgery on S x {0}. A handlebody is a com-
pression body in which d-V is empty. Throughout this work, we assume all manifolds 
are oriented. Of interest are 3-manifolds, because every compact, oriented 3-manifold 
has a splitting (see [Hem76] for a proof). 
Definition 2.2. A (Heegaard) splitting is a representation of a connected 3-manifold 
M by the union of two compression bodies Vx and VY, with a homeomorphism taking 
d+Vx to d+VY. The resulting 3-manifold can be written M = Vx Us Vy, where S is 
the surface d+Vx = d+Vy in M. 
We call S the splitting surface and g(S) the genus of the splitting. As the genus 
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one splittings can be effectively classified [PY03], we will only be considering splittings 
of genus > 2. Two splittings of M are isotopic if their splitting surfaces are isotopic 
in M, and homeomorphic (or equivalent) if there is a homeomorphism of M taking 
one splitting surface to the other. 
One way of viewing diagrams is as a tool for splittings. Suppose we have a 
splitting of a 3-manifold M = Vx Us- Vy. A diagram shows the attaching curves for 
the 2-handles of Vx and Vy. Every compact, oriented, connected 3-manifold has a 
splitting, and for each splitting many different curve sets could be chosen to determine 
the compression bodies. Thus, every 3-manifold can be studied through diagrams, a 
nice two-dimensional means of studying a complicated 3-dimensional object. 
However, we do not need to begin with a splitting and move to the diagram. It is 
important to consider diagrams abstractly, so throughout this work we will begin with 
diagrams and determine properties of the associated 3-manifold. The remainder of 
this section will be to define a diagram independently of a splittings for a 3-manifold. 
Definition 2.3. A diagram is an ordered triple (S]X,Y) where S is a closed, ori-
ented, connected surface and X := {Xi,..., Xm} and Y := {Yi , . . . , Yn} are compact, 
oriented 1-manifolds in S in relative general position and for which no component of 
S — (X U Y) is a bigon — a disc whose boundary is the union of an arc in X and an 
arc in Y. 
This definition allows X (or Y) to have superfluous curves, a subset of components 
of X (or Y) which could bound a planar surface in S. The reason we allow this is 
that there is a correspondence between diagrams and signed pairs of permutations— 
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and hence presentations—under which the diagram for a 3-manifold associated to the 
permutations may have superfluous curves. 
Two diagrams (S~,X,Y) and (S*;X*,Y*) are equivalent provided g(S) = g(S*) 
and there is a homeomorphism between surfaces, taking X to X* and 7 to 7*. An 
arc is a component of Y — X on the surface of S. A maximal collection of parallel 
arcs is a stack. In the diagram, a stack can be seen as a maximal set of parallel arcs 
connecting two X-curves. A block is the consecutive endpoints on a vertex of edges 
in the same stack. Two stacks between the same pair of vertices can occur and we 
call this a split pair of stacks. 
A switchback refers to an arc (or to a collection of parallel arcs) in a diagram 
which cannot be homotoped into X, such that neighborhoods of both endpoints of 
the arc are based on the same side of the same X-curve. See Figure 2. 
Figure 2.1: A switchback based on X\ 
We now build the splitting and manifold from a given diagram. We can recover 
M from a diagram as follows. For each % = 1 , . . . ,m attach a copy of B2 x I to 
S x [0,1] by identifying dB2 x I with a neighborhood of in S x {0} C S x [0,1], 
For each i = 1 , . . . , n attach a copy of B2 x I to S x [0,1] by identifying dB2 x I 
with a neighborhood of Y{ in S x {1} C S x [0,1]. The resulting manifold, Mi, has a 
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2-sphere boundary component for each planar region in S — X and S — Y. Obtain M 
by attaching a copy of B 3 to each 2-sphere boundary component of We will use 
this understanding of a diagram throughout this paper, viewing a diagram as giving 
the splitting surface sitting in a 3-manifold, with X and Y bounding discs on either 
side of S. 
Given a diagram D := (S; X, Y) we can construct a presentation. 
Definition 2.4. Given a diagram D, the presentation determined by D, denoted 
P(D), is a finite group presentation with one generator xt for each component Xt £ X, 
and one relator for each component of Yi € Y, defined by recording the intersection 
with each Xi, and performing any trivial reductions. That is, each relator is ob-
tained as r, := x\\xe^ .. . where the curve Yi crosses Xii ,X i 2 , • • • ,X i k in order 
with crossing numbers Cj. 
When relating this to 7i'i(M) we regard Xi as a curve in S which crosses Xi with 
a positive crossing number and crosses no other Xj. 
Instances of XiX'1 (or x^ lxi) that appear in the presentation determined by a 
diagram will often not be replaced with 1 in a relator, unless otherwise specified. 
To force the construction of P(D) from D to be well-defined, we set the convention 
that our diagram (S; X, Y) is an ordered triple, where X will always correspond to our 
generating set and Y will always correspond to our set of relators. The presentation 
determined by a diagram is unique up to inversion and cyclic reordering. It is well 
known that the group presented by the presentation, denoted |P(£>)|, is isomorphic to 
the fundamental group of the 3-manifold M determined by the presentation provided 
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M is closed and X is a complete meridian set (see [Hem76] for a proof). In this work, 
that result is a corollary to Theorem 3.1. 
We say that a presentation is naturally a 3-manifold presentation, or naturally 
presents a 3-manifold, if the reduced presentation determined from a diagram presents 
the fundamental group of the manifold determined by the diagram. 
Definition 2.5. The geometric degree of a diagram is the number of intersection 
points between the two curve sets, denoted 
degG(D) = \XnY\. 
Definition 2.6. The geometric graph of a diagram, GT(D), is the graph in the cut 
open surface (S — X) whose vertices are the components of X+ and Xand whose 
edges are the F-stacks, with the number of arcs in that stack recorded as the weight 
of that stack. 
Note that the diagram D can be recovered from GT(D) and some twist parameter, 
which is some means of indicating how each Xf and X~ are identified. The twist 
parameter is often indicated with a point on the two curves (as in Figure 5.10). 
As we will see in Chapter 4, given a presentation P there exists a finite number of 
diagrams of fixed degree d which determine P, resulting in a class of geometric graphs 
of degree d. The different diagrams will result in geometric graphs that only differ by 
the ordering of edges around an X-curve. 
Definition 2.7. The algebraic degree of a presentation P = ( x i , . . . , xm : r i , . . . rn), 
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is the sum of the lengths of the relators, denoted 
degA(P) = ^ \ri\, 
i-1 
where P is trivially reduced. The algebraic degree of a diagram is the algebraic degree 
of the presentation determined by that diagram, degA(P(D)). 
Definition 2.8. Given a presentation P = (xi,... ,xm : r i , . . . r n ) , the Whitehead 
graph, WT(P), is a graph with vertex set V = {X+,Xf : 1 < i < m} and edge set 
determined by the relators as follows. For each 
ri = xilxZ---xZ> 1 < i < 
there is an edge from to x f £ i + l ) for 1 < j < k and an edge from X f ^ k ) X f ^ \ 
where the map 0 is defined as 0(1) := + and <j>{—1) := —. We attach a weight to each 
edge, equal to the number of such edges with shared endpoints, as recorded from the 
presentation. 
Example 2.9. We construct the Whitehead graph for the Heisenberg group with 
presentation 
H3 := (x, y, z : [x, y}z~\ [x, z], [y, z}), 
where [x, z] denotes the commutator xzx~1z~1. There will be six vertices: 
X+, X~, Y+, Y~, Z+, Z~ 
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To record edges, we look at each cyclically consecutive pair of generators in a relation. 
The first relator, [x,y\z~1, provides us with edges between the following pairs of 
vertices: (Y+,X+), (X~,Y+), (Y~, Z+), (Z~,X~). Note that as there is 
no occurrence of x~2, there will be no edge between {X+,X~) in WT(H3). Figure 
2.2 is a Whitehead graph for H3. In this case, WT(H3) = GT(H3) and degA(H3) = 
degG(D(H3)) = 13. 
Let us make a few comments on Whitehead graphs. First, the Whitehead graph 
and algebraic degree are determined from a presentation (always trivially reduced), 
and as such will never contain a switchback, whereas the geometric graph and geo-
metric degree are determined from a diagram where switchbacks are allowed. Second, 
a family of diagrams determined by a presentation may have a split pair of stacks; 
a Whitehead graph will have no more than one edge between any pair of vertices. 
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Finally, note that the graph WT{P) cannot be thought of merely as the geometric 
graph with split pairs of stacks combined and switchbacks removed. Removing a 
switchback from a diagram corresponds to a trivial reduction, creating an edge be-
tween the elements neighboring the trivial reduction in the relator. If the edge was 
not originally present, then the Whitehead graph contains an edge that the geometric 
graph did not contain. Let me end here by saying that it is possible to determine 
WT(P) from D(P) by carefully noting the new edge created when a switchback is 
removed (see §5.6.1 and Figures 5.10 and 5.11 for an illustration). 
Consider the diagram on the cut open surface S — X. We will often consider this 
drawn in the plane, and ask whether the arcs embed in the plane (i.e. a planar graph). 
When discussing S — X in the plane, we usually disregard the twist parameter. 
As a means of eliminating some graphs from the collection of potential diagrams, 
we make use of weight equations. The set of curves of S — X can be understood 
as a weighted graph with paired vertices. The weights on the edges will indicate the 
number of arcs in the stack. The weight equations are satisfied provided the number of 
weights on equals the number of weights on X~, since a curve must pass through 
both XF and X~ in a diagram. Many graphs can be eliminated by showing that they 
do not satisfy the weight equations. Every graph that satisfies the appropriate weight 
equations determines a diagrams for many 3-manifolds, dependent on the different 
twist parameters. In the context of diagrams, the weight of an edge in a graph is the 
number of arcs in the stack corresponding to that edge, and the weight of a vertex is 
the sum of the weights of all edges with a terminating end in that vertex. Since arcs 
are in one-to-one correspondence with a letter in a relator, the weight of a vertex X^ 
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is equal to the number of occurrences of Xi and x~[l in the relators. 
Example 2.10. Consider the complete graph on four vertices, K4 or the tetrahedron, 
pictured below. For this graph to determine a diagram for a 3-manifold, the edges 
must have weights as shown, for a, b,c,d € N, in order to satisfy the weight equations. 
Figure 2.3: The complete graph on four vertices satisfying the weight equations 
Let w\ := a + b+d be the weight of the vertex X\ and := a + b+c be the weight 
of the vertex X2. Then this graph determines wiw2 different diagrams, corresponding 
to all of the possible twist parameters. 
Chapter 3 
Relating P(D) to TTI(M(L>)) 
Beginning with an arbitrary diagram D := (S;X, Y), we can construct the presenta-
tion determined by D, denoted P(D), and the 3-manifold determined by D, denoted 
M(D). It would be natural to assume that the group presented by P(D), denoted 
\P(D)\, is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the manifold, (M(D)), but in 
fact this is not always the case. 
Let Vx,Vy denote the two compression bodies in the Heegaard decomposition 
M — Vx Us Vy determined from D in the standard way. Let (3q{X) denote the 
number of curves in the set X (where F30 is the 0TH Betti number). We say X is a 
meridian set for Vx provided the curves of X are homologically independent. We say 
X is a complete meridian set for Vx if in addition g(S) = fio(X). If X is a complete 
meridian set for Vx, then Vx is a handlebody. Recall that the cores of 2-handles are 
meridian discs. Let 
dxM = dMnVx = d.Vx, 
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dyM = dM n Vy = d.Vy. 
For brevity, we sometimes neglect to write the diagram D as it is fixed throughout 
this chapter (e.g. writing dxM rather than dxM(D)). We define 
M := M U cones on components of dxM 
the manifold determined by the diagram D together with a cone added over each 
boundary component. 
Theorem 3.1. Given a diagram D, 
\P(D)\^n1(M(D))*Fk, 
where (30(S - X) = k + 1. 
Proof. Assume D is a diagram such that S — X has k + 1 components. Under the 
standard construction M(D) = Vx Us Vy, with 
Vx = S x [0,1] | J (2-handles) ( J (3-handles). 
X iX{0} 
• ' ' J 
3 - handles 
Figure 3.1: The standard construction of Vx 
2 — handles 
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With k + 1 components to S — X, we can consider the co-cores of the 2-handles 
as determining 1-handles giving a dual handle decomposition 
k 
Vx := ( J $ x M U U-hand168) U (°"h a n d l e s)> 
i=0 Xi£X 
where {5,} is the set of components 
d{S x [0,1] | J (2-handles)) - (5 x {1}). 
Xix{0} 
This is homeomorphic to S — X with the boundary components capped by discs. In 
the following sequence, we make use of this dual handle decomposition, rather than 
the standard construction. 
Figure 3.2: Vx := L t o $ x [°> Uxtex (1-handles) |J (0-handles) 
Let 
Mi := S x [0,1] | J (2-handles) ( J (2-handles). 
So M — Mi is a disjoint union of 3-handles and 
7Ti (M) ~ 7Ti(MI). 
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Since the cone on a 2-sphere is a 3-handle, 
M := M U (cones on components of dxM) 
which is homeomorphic to 
Mi ^J (cones on Si), 
where each component Si is coned to a vertex in standard position, call it vs.t • 
Add k arcs, 7 i ( [ 0 , 1 ] ) for % e {1 , . . . , k}, to M, connecting each cone point vSi to 
vs0, such that 
7i(0) — vS0i li(l) = vSi, 
resulting in a space which is homotopy equivalent to 
M := Mi ( J (cone on U Si). 
Figure 3.3: M := Mx U (cone on U Si) 
Since adding an arc (along its boundary) to a connected complex is equivalent to 
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wedging a circle onto the complex, and this adds a free factor of Z to its fundamental 
group (an application of Seifert-van Kampen), we have 
k k 
7n(M) ~ 7T!(M U 7 i ) ~ 7n(M V S1) ~ 7Ti(M) * Fk. 
t=l i=l 
Now M deformation retracts to a 2-complex where the 1-skelton is a wedge of 1-
spheres (one for each dual 1-handle) and whose 2-cells are the cores of the 2-handles 
attached along the Y-curves expanded out to have boundary in the 1-skeleton. This 
is the "cannonical 2-complex" (or the "presentation 2-complex") corresponding to the 
presentation P(D). Thus 
\P(D) \ m(M) * Fk. 
• 
Corollaries 3.2-3.4 are all dependent on the set X. Partition X into Xm and Xs, 
where X = Xm U Xs, Xm is a set of meridian curves for the compression body Vx, 
and Xs is the set of splitting curves, such that S — X has (Po(Xs) + 1) components. 
Theorem 3.1 is the most general case: Xm need not be a complete meridian set and 
Xs need not be the empty set. Corollary 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1 when Xm is a 
complete meridian set and Xs = 0. This is also a result of the Seifert - van Kampen 
theorem. Corollary 3.3 follows from Theorem 3.1 when Xm is a complete meridian 
set and Xs ^ 0. Finally, Corollary 3.4 follows from Theorem 3.1 when Xrn is not 
a complete meridian set but Xs = 0. We leave these corollaries as exercises for the 
reader. 
Corollary 3.2. If X is a complete set of meridian curves for Vx, then n•1(M(£>)) = 
\P(D)\-
Corollary 3.3. If Vx is a handlebody and f30{X) - g(S) = k > 0, then \P(D)\ = 
7Ti(M(D)) * Fk, where Fk is the free group on k generators. 
Alternate Proof. Denote a set of meridian curves Xm C X, and define Xs := (X — 
Xm) the set of non-meridian (or superfluous) curves, such that PO(Xm) = g and 
/3o(Xs) = k. Then S — Xm is a planar surface with one component, and each simple 
closed curve in Xs separates S — Xm. Therefore S — X is a collection of k + 1 planar 
components, SO, S\,..., SK- Connect Sq, . . . , SK with k well-placed 1-handles, thereby 
creating S*, a (g + k)— genus splitting surface, and define D* := (S*;X, Y). Show first 
that 7Ti(M(D*)) ^ \P(D*)\ = \P(D)\, and then that m(M(D*)) ^ nn(M(D)) * Fk. 
Corollary 3.4. Given a diagram D, such that S — X is connected and has positive 
genus, \P(D)\^ ^(M{D)). 
Recall that a pseudo 3-manifold is a triangulated 3-dimensional complex such that 
the link of every simplex is a connected manifold. Then we also have the following. 
Corollary 3.5. Every finitely presented group is the fundamental group of a pseudo 
3-manifold. 
Chapter 4 
Understanding 3-manifolds in the 
context of permutations 
In this chapter we introduce permutation data (a>,/3,e), where a,/3 G Sd and e € 
{1, — l}d and discuss how the permutation data is associated to several objects (a 
splitting, a diagram and a presentation); how we use permutation data as a tool to 
encode information about such objects; and conversely how we determine information 
about the splitting, diagram or presentation from permutation data. At the end of 
this chapter we demonstrate the power of permutation data in programming and 
discuss an algorithm we have developed that takes the permutation data as input 
and determines whether the data represents a closed 3-manifold. 
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4.1 How (S;X,Y) determines (a,/?, e) 
Let (S; X, Y) be a diagram for a 3-manifold. The simple, closed, oriented curves of 
X intersect with the simple, closed, oriented curves of Y in d points. By numbering 
the intersection points 1 through d, we can encode each Xt of X and each Yj of Y by 
listing the numbered intersection points in the order in which they are encountered 
when flowing along the orientated curve. For each Xi we denote the ordered cycle 
of intersection numbers as at and for each Yj we denote the ordered cycle as (3j, 
making it possible to interpret a = axa2 • • • am and (3 = (3i(32... (3n as elements of 
Sa, the symmetric group on d elements. We let c(a) denote the number of cycles 
in a permutation, so X and Y will have c(a) and c{(3) components respectively (i.e. 
one simple closed curve on the surface corresponds to one cycle in the respective 
permutation). We let |ctj| denote the length of the cycle ccj. Since the curves in 
(X U Y) are oriented, at each of the d points we associate an intersection number ± 1 
(see Figure 4.1) via the intersection function e. 
Definition 4.1. The intersection function e : {1,2, ...,d} —>• { 1 , - 1 } indicates X 
and Y have a positively-oriented crossing at % if e(i) = 1, and indicates a negatively-
oriented crossing if e(i) = —1. We call e(i) the intersection number at i. For expedi-
ency, e is often written as a d-tuple of l 's and — l's. 
We call the triple (a,(3,e) a permutation data set for ( S ; X , Y ) . Notice that the 
permutation data set associated to a splitting is unique up to renumbering, corre-
sponding to being unique up to conjugation of a and (3 in 
Let Xi have fcj intersection points for 1 < i < m, such that J2 k = d. Our 
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Y 
t < 
i 
• X 
Figure 4.1: A positive crossing (left) and a negative crossing (right) 
convention is to label the intersection points of X\ consecutively with 1 ,2 , . . . , / ^ ; to 
label the intersection points of X2 consecutively with (ki + 1), (ki + 2 ) , . . . , (ki + k2)\ 
and so on, labeling the intersection points of Xm consecutively with K+1, K+2,..., d 
where K :— k\ + k2 + ... + km-i. 
Example 4.2. Consider the diagram ( S \ X , Y ) shown in Figure 4.2. Label the inter-
section points consecutively, beginning on X\. Then we have 
a =
 a i a 2 = { 1,2)(3,4,5,6), 
ft = P1P2 = (1,6,4)(2, 3,5), 
e= (1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1). 
Y 
4.2 How ( a , e ) determines P 
We demonstrate how to construct P directly from (a, (3, e) without needing to create 
the diagram as an intermediate step. When necessary, we use the notation PA,/3,E to 
mean the presentation determined from the permutation data set (a,fi,e). 
The convention when we go from a diagram to a presentation is to require the 
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Figure 4.2: A diagram with intersection points labeled 
X-curves to correspond to the generators and the "K-curves to correspond to the 
relators. Similarly, we consider the cycles of a to be the generators and the cycles of 
P to encode the relators. 
Let a, P be in Sd, with c(a) = m, c(/3) = n. Define the map 
a : {1, 2 , . . . , d} —> {1, 2 , . . . , m} such that j G cta(j)-
The group presentation Pa,p,t is written P = (ai, . • •, am : r\, r 2 , . . . , rn). Each 
A := (zi, i2, • • •, ik) P determines the relator 
e(ii) e(i2) e(ifc) 
ri aa(ii)aa(i2) * • • aa(ik)-
Example 4.3. We demonstrate how to determine Pa,p,e from (a,P,e). Let 
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a
 = (1) 2,3,4)(5,6,7) (8,9,10,11), 
/?=(1,6)(2,4,11)(8,5,10)(9,3,7), 
e = ( l , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) . 
As c(a) = 3, and c((3) = 4, Pa,p,e will have 3 generators and 4 relators: 
There is no ambiguity when we begin with a permutation data set, since Pa,p,e is 
required to use precisely (a,/3,e), so if a,P € Sa, then degA(Patp,e) = d and no trivial 
reductions are performed. That is, Pa,p,e need not be reduced as written. 
However, when we begin with a presentation as in §4.3, P is always assumed to be 
trivially reduced unless otherwise stated. Thus, given (a,P,e), Pa,i3,t can only differ 
up to cyclic permutation of the relators or a re-ordering of the generators and relators 
in the presentation, and we consider all such presentations to be equivalent. 
4.3 How to get (a,/?, e)'s determining P 
Translating a presentation into a permutation data set is not well-defined, and with 
regard to the properties that we are interested in, all possible (a, P, e)'s determining P 
are not even "equivalent," as we will see in Chapter 5. The fixed, reduced presentation 
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P does determine a finite number of permutation data sets, each of which could 
determine a different curve set and diagram and therefore a different 3-manifold. 
We consider all (a, (3, e) of degree d that determine a fixed P to be in a class of 
permutation data sets, which we denote P<j(P), read as "the class of permutation data 
sets of degree d for presentation P." Not all (a, e) G Pd(P) result in equivalent 
3-manifolds, therefore when using signed permutation data to answer whether P has 
a specific property, we only need to know that a single (a, ft, e) in the class P<j(P) has 
the desired properties. 
Let P = (xi,x2, • • • ,xm : r i , r 2 , . . . , r n ) be given. Let ki denote the number of 
times that Xi (or x~l) appears in the set of relators, and put ^ A;, = d. Let 
= (1 , 2 , . . . , k{), 
«2 = (h + 1, kx + 2 , . . . , ki + k2), 
am = (K + l,K + 2,...,d), 
where again K := k\ + k2 + ... + 
A relator rj is recorded in the cycle (3j by assigning each occurrence of a generator 
Xi a unique entry from a t . One convention would be to record the lowest numbered 
element of a r that has not yet been used for each X{ we encounter, but other con-
ventions will provide the other (a, /?, e)'s which determine P. Finally, as we assign a 
number i for each generator Xi in rj, record the sign of Xj in e(i). 
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Example 4.4. We now demonstrate how to get one (A, P, e) that determines P. 
Consider the presentation for the Heisenberg group 
Hz := {x,y,z : [x,y]z \ [x,z], [y,z]). 
Let correspond to x, correspond to y, and <23 correspond to z. Each cycle in a 
represents the number of times the corresponding generator is used in a relator so we 
have 
a = a x a 2 az = (1, 2,3,4)(5,6, 7, 8)(9,10,11,12,13). 
Record the relators as cycles of (3, always using the lowest unused number from the 
appropriate oij, 
P = P1P2P3 = (1,5,2,6,9)(3,10,4,11)(5,12,6,13). 
Finally, record the sign of each generator Xi into e(i), 
6 = ( 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 ) . 
We force the process of going from P to (A, P, e) to be well-defined by letting 
our convention be to record the elements of Pj by using up the elements from ctj 
consecutively. Without this convention, we see that Pj can be chosen by just recording 
some unused element of a^ for each Xj in Tj. The class of permutation data sets Fd{P) 
is the collection of all such possibilities for Pj. 
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We next demonstrate how to go from a set of permutation data to a splitting. 
When we consider §4.3 and §4.4 together, we have a way to begin with an arbitrary 
group presentation, translate P into a pair of signed permutations, and determine 
properties about the 3-manifold M a ^ e . With that goal in mind, the different choice 
described (resulting in all elements of Pd(P) ) does affect the diagram and hence the 
manifold determined by the diagram. This is dealt with in §5.2 . 
4.4 How (a, e) determines (5; X, Y) 
We now begin with a permutation data set (a, (3, e) and interpret it as a diagram. 
We are essentially done when we determine the splitting surface, denoted Sa>pte, and 
how the permutations correspond to curve sets on S, thereby determining Vx and Vy. 
However, the machinery we build here allows us to identify other properties of the 
3-manifold M a ^ e associated to the diagram. The methods developed in this section 
are implemented in the algorithm DiagramTool (§4.5). 
This section is exciting because we begin with the minimum data required to build 
a 3-manifold. Given two permutations a, (3 € Sd, and a function e : { 1 , 2 , d } —» 
{1, —1}, we describe how to build (S;X,Y) by constructing the splitting surface S 
and letting a and j3 define curve sets X and Y. Thus the permutation data set (a, (3, e) 
is a combinatorial representation of a diagram D, which uniquely determines M(D). 
We first construct the splitting surface by viewing each permutation as a set of sim-
ple, closed, oriented curves crossed with intervals, intersecting the two permutations 
appropriately, and then capping off the boundary components of this frame. 
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So long as a and (3 generate a transitive subgroup in Sd, our ribbon diagram 
(defined next) will be connected and hence our manifold will be connected. If a and 
/3 do not generate a transitive subgroup, then partition the cycles of a and (3 such 
that each partition is a subset of cycles that do create a transitive subgroup of Sd, 
renumbering as appropriate and creating new intersection functions that retain the 
crossing information. Each new set of permutation data will result in a connected 
manifold, and the original permutation data set corresponds to a connected sum of 
these manifold. For the rest of this paper, we will assume our permutations generate 
a transitive subgroup of SD. Section 5.8.1 discusses how to recognize when they do 
not. 
4.4.1 Building the splitting surface from (a,(3,e) 
Let {a, (3, e) be a permutation data set with c(a) = m, c{(3) = n, and a, (3 G Sd- Given 
(a,/3,e), we construct a ribbon diagram, Ra,p,e ( o r just R), as follows: 
1. For each cycle cti = ( i 1 ; . . . , ik) of a, take an oriented simple closed curve Xi 
and label points i\, i2, • • • ,ik in order around Xi. Do the same for each cycle f3j 
of (3 to get Yj. 
2. Define a ribbon, r(Xi) := Xi x [0,1], or r(Yj) := Yj x [0,1]. Notice there is one 
ribbon for each cycle of a permutation. 
3. As each ribbon is now a surface, at each point i e {1 , . . . , d}, the oriented inter-
val i x [0,1] is a normal vector. The ordered pair {Xi, [0,1]) puts an orientation 
on the ribbon surface. 
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4. For each i choose an oriented interval neighborhood U% of i, Ui in X and an 
oriented interval neighborhood Vi of i, Vt in Y. Identify (Ul x [0,1]) with (V x 
[0,1]) by an orientation preserving product homeomorphism 
• which takes Ui to (i x [0,1]), and (i x [0,1]) to +V if e(i) = +1, and 
• which takes Ui to (i x [0,1]), and (i x [0,1]) to —Vi if e(i) = - 1 . 
5. Let R, the ribbon diagram, be this identified space. 
(i 0 (' 1 
Ui Vi 
\ \ \ \ 
f(Xi) r(Yi) 
Figure 4.3: Identifying the neighborhoods Ui x [0,1] and V x [0,1], hence e(i) = +1 
4.4.2 Calculating the genus of the splitting surface 
The boundary components of R are polygons, with edges from ribbons f(X,) and 
f(Yj). We obtain S from R by capping off the b boundary components of R with 
2-cells, denoted e2, so 
b 
S = R{Jel 
k=I 
The genus of S is determined from the Euler characteristic o f ^ U e ^ . First note that 
x(R) = as R collapses to a graph with d vertices and 2d edges. By capping off 
a boundary component (i.e. adding a 2-cell), we add one to the Euler characteristic. 
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Therefore, by counting the number of boundary components we can calculate the 
Euler characteristic of S = R U and the genus of S. 
For 1 < i < d, each neighborhood f/j in R occurs at the intersection of some rib-
bons f{Xi) and r(Yj). Such an intersection creates four quadrants and each quadrant 
will appear exactly once in S as the corner of a boundary region. Quadrants are 
numbered 1 through 4 as shown in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.4: Quadrant labels for a positive crossing (left) and a negative crossing 
(right) 
Beginning at a point i and quadrant Q, we flow along the boundary of R in the 
get a permutation 4> of the elements {(«, Q) : i = 1 , . . . , d, Q = 1, 2,3,4}, where each 
boundary component of R corresponds to an orbit of this permutation. To count 
the number of boundary components, we consider the 4d ordered pairs (i,Q), and 
partition them into orbits by noticing the precise rules dictating how one corner flows 
in the positive direction to the next. The algorithm for partitioning the ordered pairs 
is next and the 16 possible outcomes are summarized in Table 4.1. Algorithm. To 
compute the elements in an orbit 
1. Beginning in a quadrant, (i,Q), apply the permutation to determine the next 
Y Y 
counterclockwise direction, recording the (?, Q) corners in that component of dR. We 
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corner, (i',Q'). 
2. The map 0 is a separate map on each coordinate: <p(i,Q) = (<f>i(i,Q,e(i)),(f)2(Q,e(i'))), 
with Q, e(i)) € {1, 2 , . . . d}, and e(i')) € {1, 2,3,4}. 
3. The intersection number and quadrant determine which edge we flow along to 
get to the next corner. The edge we flow along from i determines the per-
mutation we apply to i, so as to determine the next corner, i!. The edge Xe 
corresponds to evaluating a£(i), and the edge Ye corresponds to evaluating 
m -
4. The new quadrant Q' is determined by the quadrant we started from, Q, and 
the intersection number of the new corner, e(i'). 
5. When finished, we will partitioned the 4c? corners into b orbits, with each orbit 
corresponding to a boundary component of R. 
Capping each boundary component of R gives us the closed, oriented splitting 
surface S. We have a diagram (S',X,Y), with x{S) = x(R) + f° r the & 2-cells 
attached to dR. 
Lemma 4.5. Let (a,p,e) be given. Then (a,/3,e) determines a diagram (S]X,Y) 
for a 3-manifold, with S the splitting surface of genus 
g(S) = \(b-d + 2). 
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e(i) Q (i,Q,e(i)) e(i') </>2(Q> e ( 0 ) Illustration 
+1 1 
+1 1 
+1 2 
+1 2 
+ 1 3 
+ 1 3 
+ 1 4 
+ 1 4 
-1 1 
-1 1 
- 1 2 
- 1 2 
-1 3 
-1 3 
-1 4 
-1 4 a(i) 
a ( i ) + 
a(i) 
m 
m 
or\i) 
or\i) 
p-'ii) 
m 
m 
a-\i) 
p-'ii) + 
a(i) + 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
Y Y 
44-
Y Y 
44 
1 
• — • _ > 
i r 
Table 4.1: Rules for tracing around a component of S — (X U Y) 
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4.4.3 Determining when is closed and connected 
Beginning with just a pair of signed permutations, we have constructed the diagram 
D = (S;X, Y) for a splitting of Ma>pt€ (or just M.) Throughout this paper, we use 
planar to indicate that a surface embeds in R2. If S — X can be embedded in R2, 
then it will be a punctured sphere, which can be drawn in the plane (as well as any 
embedded curves in S — X), and hence "planar." The manifold M will be closed 
if and only if each component of S — X and of S — Y is planar. In this section, 
we develop a means of determining whether S — X and S — Y are planar, so as to 
conclude that M a ^ t t is closed. 
Consider compressing along the disc determined by a simple closed curve, Xi on 
S. Compression along Xi either separates S or reduces the genus of S by one. If 
S — X is one component, then no Xl separates S and each simple closed curve in X 
that we compress along will reduce g(S) by one. Thus, if S — X is connected and X 
contains g(S) distinct curves, then S — X is planar. When S — X (or S — Y) has 
more than one component, M will still be closed provided each component is planar. 
Each non-planar component will determine a boundary component of M. 
In the last section, given (a, (3, e) we partitioned the M corners into boundary 
components of the ribbon diagram, which corresponded to the boundary of the com-
plementary components of S — (X U Y). We now place two boundary components of 
S — {X U Y) into an orbit class if they are in the same component of S — X. We 
then calculate the Euler characteristic of each orbit class to determine whether the 
component is planar. At the end, we will replicate this process to determine whether 
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S — Y has planar components, but for now we are considering only the components 
To create the classes of orbits, each corresponding to a component of S — X, we 
add the Y-curves into S — (X U Y) one at a time. As we replace a Y-curve, we 
notice that quadrants on opposite sides of the Y-curve will be identified. Hence two 
components of S — (X U Y) will be identified if they were adjacent across a Y-curve. 
We identify quadrants algebraically by noting that removing a Y-curve corresponds 
to identifying quadrants 1 and 2, and identifying quadrants 3 and 4, regardless of 
whether a crossing is positive or negative. That is, place the orbits containing the 
points (£, 1) and (i, 2) in the same orbit class, and the orbits containing (i, 3) and 
(i, 4) in the same orbit class. 
Figure 4.5: Identifying corners (i, 1) = (i, 2) and (i, 3) = (i, 4) when Y-curves are 
replaced 
When all 2d identifications have been made, the number of orbit classes of bound-
ary components will be the number of components of S — X. 
When counting the number of components of S — X, it is useful to tag each 
X-curve, meaning for each X f , choose a corner (?', Q) to track X f . 
Example 4.6. If a \ = (1, 2, 3, 4) and e(l) = 1, then (1,1) can tag X+ and (1, 3) can 
of S - X. 
Y 
A 
Y 
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tag X f . If e(l) = - 1 , then (1, 3) could tag Xf and (1,1) could tag X f . 
Within each component, we will need to count the number of tags, t, because each 
tag corresponds to one side of an X-curve, and we cap each side of each X-curve with 
a 2-cell which affects the Euler characteristic of that component. 
The complimentary components of S — (X U Y) are polygons, which we denote pi. 
Let [Kx] = {pi,p2, • • - Pn} denote an orbit class of polygonal components. Then 
corresponds to one component of S — X, call it nx, once we make the appropriate 
identifications between the pi G [k,x] . To calculate the Euler characteristic of S — X, 
we must calculate the Euler characteristic of each kx. 
The component kx is made by identifying Y-edges between polygons in [K.x], calcu-
lating the Euler characteristic after each identification and finally capping boundary 
components with discs. This is equivalent to 
• totaling the vertices V, edges E, and faces F for all of the disjoint polygons pi\ 
• subtracting two from V and one from E for each Y identification made; 
• adding one to F for each tag in kx . 
Lemma 4.7. Let [kx] = {pi,p2, • • • ,Pn} be an orbit class of polygonal boundary com-
ponents of S-(XUY). Letm be the number of matched Y-edges within the orbit class, 
and t be the number of tags in kx. Then the Euler characteristic of this component, 
is 
x{k>x) = n- m + t. 
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Corollary 4.8. The component kx has genus 
g(Kx) = 1 - ^(ra -m + t). 
To determine the total genus of dxM, we merely sum the genus of each component 
of S - X. 
Lemma 4.9. Let (S;X,Y) be a diagram for M. The genus of dxM is 
g(dxM) = p0(S - X ) - p0(X) + g(S) - 1. 
Proof. We sum over each kx. Let m be the number of edge identifications made as 
we go from [kx] to kx. 
g(dxM) = Y/g(nx) 
Kx 
Kx 
Kx Kx Kx Kx 
= (30(S-X)-1-C£n-J2™ + 2A>P0) Kx Kx 
= MS - x) - p0(X) - n - Em)-
Kx Kx 
Note that n is the number of components of S — (X U Y), and J2Kx m = d is 
the number of Y-edge identifications that are made. 
When we consider the splitting surface S as being built from gluing the cut open 
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surface 5 - ( l U 7 ) along the X and Y-curves, we note that 
X(S) = d-2d + p0(S-(XUY)) = J2n-Y,m> 
Kx Ki 
and therefore can write 
g(dxM) = fa(S - X) - p 0 ( X ) - h ^ n - ^ m ) 
= 0o(S - X) - MX) - ±X(S) 
= Po(S-X)-/3o(X)+g(S)-l. 
• 
Proof. Alternative proof for Lemma 4-9. Let M = Vx Us Vy be a splitting where 
Vx, Vy are compression bodies. Let 
M' := Ux Us UY, 
where Ux and Uy are the same compression bodies, but with only the 2-handles 
added and not the 3-handles. Then 
x(dxM') = x(S) + Po (X). 
Since d x M ' is equal to d x M with some 2-spheres added, they have the same genus. 
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Let C be a component of dxM'. Then we have 
g(dxM) = g(dxM') 
_ 2 - X ( X ) 
r 2 
= Po(C) - \x{dxM') 
= p0(S - X) - + 20o(X)) 
= PQ(S-X)-p0(X)-l + g(S). 
• 
Corollary 4.10. The manifold, M, determined by the diagram (5; X, Y) has dxM = 
0 when 
g{S) = l+Po(X)-Po(S-X). 
Corollary 4.10 is significant when we consider Corollary 3.3. This corollary serves 
as a condition for checking when Pa,0,e presents the group 7Ti{Mat/3te)*Fk- Additionally, 
if c(a) = g(S), then we know Pa,p,e presents the group 
To count the number of components of S — Y, we duplicate this process, relabeling 
X and Y where appropriate. The only significant difference when calculating the 
Euler characteristic of the components of S — Y, is that adding X-curves into S — 
(X U Y), corresponds to identifying quadrants 1 and 4, and identifying quadrants 2 
and 3. 
Corollary 4.10 and the equivalent statement for dyM give us a closed condition 
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Y 
Figure 4.6: Identifying corners (i, 1) = (i, 4) and (i, 2) = (i, 3) when X-curves are 
replaced 
for a 3-manifold. 
Corollary 4.11. The manifold M determined by the diagram (S;X,Y) is closed if 
and only if 
4.5 DiagramTool 
In §4.3-4.4, we determined an algorithm that begins with a presentation, converts 
the presentation to a permutation data set, and then converts the permutation data 
set to a diagram, allowing us to determine some nice properties about the 3-manifold 
determined by P. Going from a presentation to a diagram was already a well under-
stood process [Zie88], but the intermediate step of converting to (a, (3, e) gives us a 
systematic means of understanding the association between a presentation and the 
3-manifold. Section 4.4 carefully outlined the process for creating a diagram from a 
g(S) = l + Po(X)-0o(S-X) 
and 
g(S) = l + p0(Y)-po(S-Y). 
permutation data set. That algorithm is implemented in the program DiagramTool. 
Additionally, we have also implemented an algorithm that will create a list of 
(a, P, e) permutation data sets, such that any two permutations in the list differ by a 
reordering of the elements within the cycles of a . We will see in Chapter 5 that these 
are the permutation data sets corresponding to [D(P)]d- Running this generated list 
through DiagramTool and looking for an instance where g(dxM) = 0 provides us 
with a sufficient condition for determining when P naturally presents a 3-manifold 
group. Finally, in Chapter 5 we will also be interested in all of the permutation data 
sets that differ from a given (a, p, e) by a single transposition of elements in a cycle of 
a , which we can quickly calculate by parsing the data of interest from the generated 
list, done in exponential time. All of these algorithms are recursively enumerable and 
are available upon request. 
Chapter 5 
Recognizing an s-presentation for a 
3-manifold group 
Let us now consider the case of beginning with an arbitrary group presentation, P. 
We ask if P presents the fundamental group of a manifold with a given splitting and 
we do this by examining the class of equivalent diagrams determined by P, denoted 
[D(P)]. In this chapter, we begin with algebraic data and an algebraic question, 
and properly translate these into topological data and a topological question. There 
is a delicate matter that has to be carefully attended to in this situation, because 
significant geometric and topological information is excluded when we consider the 
algebraic data first, requiring a piece of algebraic data to be translated into a class 
of topological structures. As a result, we are only able to offer partial answers to our 
question of whether a given presentation P presents a 3-manifold group, except for 
the two-generator presentation, which is completely solved (§5.7). 
As always, we consider two diagrams to be equivalent if they differ by an isotopy. 
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Beyond this standard concession, there are two different routes we must pursue in 
order to get the complete class of diagrams determined by P. First, creating a 
diagram from a presentation is not a well-defined process because there is a choice in 
the order that the Y-curves cross as you flow around an X-curve, resulting in a finite 
equivalence class of diagrams of fixed degree. We denote the class of diagrams of 
fixed degree d determined by P as [D(P)]d- The degree d diagrams are an important 
subset of [D(P)], with a one-to-one correspondence between [D(P)]d and Pd(P), the 
class of permutation data sets determined by P. 
The second route to getting the complete class of diagrams is to realize that 
we work from the assumption that P is reduced as written because there exists a 
unique reduced form of each presentation. However, diagrams in [D(P)] may contain 
switchbacks which cannot be eliminated and so when discussing a diagram, we accept 
that P(D) may not be reduced as written. We only require one diagram in [D(P)] 
to be a surface diagram to conclude that P is a surface presentation (defined below). 
In §5.1 we set up the preliminaries for this chapter. Sections 5.2-5.4 consider only 
diagrams of fixed degree [D(P)]d. In §5.2, we consider the class of degree d diagrams 
determined by P and look at a naive approach to answering the question using the 
algorithm from §4.5. Evaluating P using the algorithm becomes very inefficient when 
P has several relators or long relators, and in §5.3 we develop some sufficient condi-
tions for recognizing when P is exactly a surface presentation of a 3-manifold group 
by examining the results of transposing curves on the splitting surface. Section 5.4 
uses the construction of the distance tree to illustrate that the methods of §5.3 are 
difficult to use to get a complete answer for P in a bounded amount of time. In §5.5 
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we mention another means of reducing the search time for an exact surface diagram 
that is useful under specific conditions. 
Sections 5.6-5.8 consider the entire equivalence class of diagrams [D(P)]. In §5.6, 
we realize that since the presentation P will always be reduced, we are actually 
interested in whether any presentation that trivially reduces to P is an s-presentation. 
In §5.7 we completely answer the question for the two-generator presentation. In 
§5.8 we develop some sufficient conditions for determining when P will not be an 
s-presentation or an exact s-presentation, based on the graphical understanding of P 
developed in §5.6. 
5.1 Preliminaries 
As always, we assume all presentations are finite and reduced unless explicitly stated 
otherwise. Throughout this chapter let us continue to assume all topological ob-
jects (curves, surfaces, handlebodies, etc.) are oriented, all maps will be orientation-
preserving, and all sequences of Whitehead automorphisms or homeomorphisms are 
finite. As stated in Chapter 4, we only consider permutation data sets in which a and 
/3 generate a transitive subgroup of the symmetric group, otherwise the presentation 
could be rewritten as the free product of two shorter presentations. 
Given the presentation P, we can construct a diagram (S1; X, Y) or a permutation 
data set (a,{3,e). We say ( S ; X , Y ) is a diagram determined by P, the 3-manifold M 
determined by (S; X, Y) is a manifold determined by P, and (a, (3, e) is a permutation 
data set determined by P , with splitting surface Sa>pte (§4.4.1). The notation D(P) 
indicates a diagram determined by P and [D(P)\ is the class of all diagrams with 
presentation P. 
Assume now that the diagram D was given, rather than the presentation. Let 
P(D) denote the presentation determined from D, and recall M(D) is the manifold 
determined by D in the standard way. Occasionally, we may require P(D) to be the 
unreduced presentation determined from a diagram, but we will explicitly say when 
this is the case. 
As seen in Chapter 3, for P to present the fundamental group of the 3-manifold 
determined by (S;X,Y), we need only to see that the inner boundary on the X-side 
of the splitting is empty. Thus, P naturally presents the fundamental group of a 
3-manifold if X is a complete meridian set for S, or equivalently if dxM = 0. 
We remind the reader that we often depict diagrams on the split open surface S—X 
projected into the plane. We are not guaranteed that this will be an embedding into 
the plane. 
Definition 5.1. An s-diagram is a diagram D such that S — X is connected and 
dxM(D) = 0; so P(D) presents txx(M(D)). 
We make a few comments on the requirement that S — X is connected. As we 
saw in Chapter 3, if (5q(S — X) — k + 1, then the fundamental group of the resulting 
manifold has a free factor of but this corresponds to a connected sum: 
7Ti(M) * Fk — ir-i(M#k(S2 x S1)), 
which is still a 3-manifold group, provided dxM = 0, and so we will only work 
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in the case when S — X is connected, unless otherwise stated. Given an arbitrary 
presentation, if we need to determine whether S — X is connected, we can use the 
algorithm from Chapter 4, or an alternative (faster) means of determining whether 
S — X is connected is presented in §5.8. 
Definition 5.2. An s-presentation is a presentation that is determined by an s-
diagram. 
Suppose D is an s-diagram with a switchback. The relators recorded directly from 
D would not be reduced because of the switchback. The presentation P(D) would be 
reduced (by definition) and we would call P(D) an s-presentation, even though if we 
began with P we would not be certain we could recover D in any bounded amount 
of time. 
Definition 5.3. Let D be a diagram with presentation P(D) such that 
degA(P(D)) = degG{D). 
Then we call D an exact s-diagram, and P an exact s-presentation. 
From an exact s-presentation we can create an exact s-diagram (i.e. a diagram 
for a 3-manifold M with dxM = 0), such that the diagram does not contain switch-
backs and S — X can be embedded in the plane. This also means that from an 
exact s-diagram, we can record a presentation and there will be no trivial reductions 
that occur in the relators. Both an s-presentation and an exact s-presentation are 
presentations that present groups that are isomorphic to the fundamental group of 
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some 3-manifold. The difference between these two concepts is in how easy it is to 
recognize that property: for an exact s-presentation, we have an algorithm for con-
structing the exact s-diagram, but for the s-presentation, we are not guaranteed that 
we can determine the diagram within a specified time since the degree of the diagram 
may be arbitrarily large. If P is an s-presentation but not an exact s-presentation, 
then some sequence of Whitehead automorphisms—corresponding to a sequence of 
Whitehead homeomorphisms on the diagram—will result in P', such that P' is an 
exact s-presentation (Lemma 5.15). 
5.2 The class of diagrams of fixed degree, [D(P)]d 
As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 5, creating a diagram from a presentation 
is not a well-defined process because there is a choice in the order that the Y-curves 
cross as you flow around an X-curve. This results in a finite class of diagrams of fixed 
degree determined by P, denoted [D(P)]d. The degree d diagrams are an important 
subset of [D(P)], with a one-to-one correspondence between [D(P)]d and Pd(P), the 
class of permutation data sets for P. 
The set of diagrams [D(P)]d contains all re-orderings of elements around each 
X^ As each X.L determines a cycle ct, of the permutation a, the class of permutations 
Pd(P) determined by the class of diagrams is obtained from a single permutation data 
set by all possible re-orderings of the elements of each cycle of a (up to cyclic conjuga-
tion). It is easy enough to program an algorithm that generates all (a,/3,e) £ Pd(P) 
(§4.5). Thus, a computational approach to determining whether a given presenta-
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tion naturally presents a 3-manifold group (only an affirmative answer) is to compute 
an (a,P,e) for the presentation, compute the entire class of ¥d{P), and process this 
equivalence class using the algorithm. If a single (a, (3, e) £ Fd(P) results in Vx being 
a handlebody, then we say P is an exact s-presentation. However, if no diagram 
in [D{P)]d results in an affirmative answer, we cannot conclude that P is not an 
s-presentation because we still must consider the diagrams in [D(P)] — [D{P)]d. 
If we write a = a.\Oi2 • • • am, where each ctj is a cycle of kiy elements 
a = (ai,iai,2 • - • a 1 M ) { a 2 j l a 2 t 2 • • • «2,fc2) • • • (am,i«m,2 • • • cwm), 
then there are (fcj — 1)! ways to reorder the ith cycle, and hence (ki~l)!(fc2—1)' • • • {km — 
1)! maximum possibilities to run through the machine. This number can become 
extremely large. 
This computational approach requires generating the equivalence class Wd{P), 
which is on the order of 0{U{ki — 1)!) and processing each in the algorithm, which 
is on the order of = 0(4d). So while it is nice that we have a finite 
algorithm for testing the equivalence class of diagrams determined by P, we see that 
these computations quickly become unwieldy. 
The reader should note that this algorithm was implemented with a brute force 
exhaustion method. The use of such a method does not mean that there doesn't exist 
a clever method that would reduce the runtime. The complexity of this problem is 
still an open question. 
In the next section, we stop pursuing answers through P d { P ) and turn our at-
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tention back to [D(P)]d, examining the topology associated with two surfaces that 
differ by changing X (or a) by a single transposition. If a diagram does not have 
empty inner boundary on the X-side, then there are some quick checks that can be 
performed to determine whether a diagram differing by the transposition of a single 
curve or a single stack would result in g(dxM) = 0. These checks could be faster than 
the procedure outlined above. 
Question 5.4. We have a way of algorithmically generating Pd(P), processing, and 
searching the output to determine if P is an exact s-presentation, but as we saw, this 
is a time-consuming process. Can we find a more efficient means of detecting when 
Pd(P) will not yield an exact s-presentation? 
5.3 Classifying the transpositions of curves that 
may reduce g(dxM). 
Chapter 4 demonstrates the computational power of the signed permutation pairs in 
establishing properties of the diagrams. However as d and @o(X) get large, g(dxM) 
becomes cumbersome to compute, requiring greater than exponential time to check 
all ( S ] X , Y ) G [D(P)]d. This section presents a way of checking for a linear-time 
shortcut which could (should) be pursued before processing with the exponential-
time algorithm. 
Let Sa,p,e denote the splitting surface determined by (a, (3, e). If (a, /3, e) determines 
D e [D(P)]d, then [D(P)]d is the set { ( S ^ v ; X a / , Y)}, such that each cycle a- in 
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a is a conjugate r c t r - 1 of a unique cycle of a where supp(r) C s u p p ( a j ) , (3' = (3 and 
e' = e. XQi is to remind the reader that if ct i—^  a', then Xa i—• Xrj to reflect that 
change. Since the changes a a! are generated by transpositions which interchange 
two elements in a single cycle of a , we study these in detail, determining when such 
a transposition will reduce g(dxM). The process has two steps. First we construct 
a new surface S* containing a regular neighborhood of the modified X* U Y*, and 
second we replace the non-simply connected components of S* — X* U Y* to get S'. 
The same argument works almost verbatim when r interchanges two disjoint blocks 
of consecutive elements in a cycle of a . 
In §5.3.1 we define a transposition on a diagram, highlighting the correspondence 
with a transposition on (a,f3,e), and we construct the surfaces S* and S'. In §5.3.2 
we examine how the topology changes as we go from S to S* to S', taking special note 
of the effect on the Euler characteristic of each surface, and finally stating criteria 
under which we can guarantee reduction in the genus of the splitting surface. Section 
5.3.3 lays out all of the general cases of connectedness within the complimentary 
components of S and the result of a transposition on such a surface. 
5.3.1 Defining a transposition on a diagram 
For any two (a, (3, e)'s of degree d determined by the same presentation, the permu-
tations differ by some finite sequence of transpositions such that each transposition 
happens within a single cycle. Given one (a, (3, e), we examine how a single transpo-
sition affects the surface. For 1 < j < d, 1 < k < d, the elements j, k in the same 
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cycle of a and j ^ k, we transpose j and k. Equivalently we are replacing a by 
a' = ( j , k)a(j, k)~l. 
A transposition swaps the position of two elements in a permutation and this 
corresponds exactly to the transposition swapping the two intersection points in a 
diagram determined by the two elements in the transposition. Hence, two diagrams 
in [D(P)]a differ by some sequence of transpositions of the intersection points of the 
y-curves on the same Xi. A portion of the curve Xi is shown in the surface S, (Figure 
5.1). We transpose the points j E Xi D Y^ . and k G Xi D Yik, creating the surface S* 
with curves X* and Y*. The surface S* is obtained from S by removing discs and 
identifying the boundaries as indicated (Figure 5.2). We then replace the non-simply 
connected components of S* — X* U F* with discs to get S' = Sa>t/3,e-
Ri R2 R* R4 
R« Re R7 fa 
Figure 5.1: A portion of the curve Xj on S 
Recall that the objective is to establish from a given a presentation if there is a 
diagram determined by P such that the number of curves in X equals the genus of 
the splitting surface. Manipulating the complementary components will not change 
the set of curves, hence leaving P unchanged. As we go from S to S* to S' we are 
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Ri 
Rs 
R2 
Re 
R* 
Rn 
R4 
i?8 
Figure 5.2: Transposing j and k requires identifying the boundaries of removed discs 
as indicated 
maintaining the integrity of the curve set while altering the genus of the surface. In 
the subsections that follow, we track how that genus is altered and identify when the 
genus is reduced. 
The same argument for a single transposition works almost verbatim in the case 
of a transposition of blocks. In Figure 5.3 below, we have two blocks (depicted as 
gray regions). If you 'squint', the two blocks look like fat curves. Place handles on 
either side of the 'fat curves,' shown in Figure 5.4 mimicking Figure 5.2. 
Ri R2 i ? 3 R 4 
->X 
Bi 
Rb R§ 
Z?2 
Rr Rs 
Figure 5.3: A portion of Xi with stacks shown in gray 
Tracing along Xi in the positive direction, note that the order of the elements in 
the blocks B\ and B2 is preserved as well. That is, in Figure 5.3, flowing along Xi we 
read the intersection points ..., ij, Bx,ij+... ,ik, B2, ik+i, • • •, and after the trans-
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discs as indicated 
position, the order of points along Xi reads . . . , ij, B2, ij+1,... ,ik, Bi,ik+i, 
Note that the square regions between arcs in a stack are unchanged in a block 
transposition because the block is kept in tact. There will still only be eight regions 
affected by this transposition, labeled Ri,..., R$. These regions are the eight quad-
rants surrounding the 'fat points' in the transposition, and the connectivity results 
of §5.3.3 apply directly here, as well. 
5.3.2 Examining the topology as we go from S to S* to S' 
The only regions of S — {X U Y) affected by a transposition are those polygonal 
components containing Ri,... ,R&, which are all of the regions with ( j , Q) or (k, Q) 
as corners, for Q £ {1,2,3,4} a quadrant number. Let R denote the union of the 
changed complementary regions, i.e. components of S* — (X* UF*). So R is obtained 
from Ri,..., Rs by four edge identifications shown in Figure 5.2. In the case that j 
and k are adjacent points on Xi, then there will only be six regions as R2 and R3 will 
be the same component, and R5 and Rq will be the same component. 
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Let S have genus g(S) and Euler characteristic 
X ( S ) = 2 - 2[g(S)}. 
Then S* has genus g(S) + 2 and Euler characteristic 
x(S*) = 2-2\g(S) + 2] = x(S)-4. 
The surface S' is the result of removing the non-simply connected components from 
S* and capping off the remaining boundary components with discs, so we subtract 
the Euler characteristic of each removed component from x(S*) and add one for each 
boundary component of the removed region (since we cap each of these with a disc) 
and we have 
X(S') = 2 - 2[g(S) + 2] -
 X(R) + Po(dR). 
If there are n (< 8) distinct regions among Rx,..., R8 in S, then x(R) — n — 4 
since R is the union of n discs intersecting in four edges. Since each component of R 
contains one of 
Ri i?3, R2 U c j R4, R5 U(,a R7, R& Udc R%, 
R has at most four components. We refer to these four identifications as the gluing 
rules for S*. 
Let m = Po(R), which will be less than or equal to four. Each component of R is a 
genus k surface with I > 1 punctures, denoted Sk/, and this contributes £ to fi0(dR). 
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For each case we compute 
m 
Y/(2-2ki-ei) = X(R) = n-4, 
i=1 
so we can rewrite 
m 
x(S ,) = x O S ) - 4 - ( n - 4 ) + £ 4 > 
and we have 
m 
1 
Specifically, this depends on the particular arrangement of distinct regions among 
i ? i , . . . , Rg around the perimeter of components of S — (X U Y). However, we can 
determine quite a bit from just n and m, the count of distinct 
regions R\,..., Rg in 
S and the count of distinct components of R, respectively. 
5.3.3 General cases for connectedness of regions after a trans-
position 
As 1 < m < 4 and 1 < n < 8, we can consider all possible combinations for m and n, 
some of which result in several possibilities for the topology of the affected regions. 
Work is included in Chapter 7. The following table summarizes cases which can result 
in a reduction in genus. Some cases have multiple possible outcomes, some of which 
will reduce genus (as per Equation 5.1) and some of which will not (shown in bold in 
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Table 5.1). 
m n m 
4 5 7 
4 4 8 
3 4 4,6 
3 3 5,7 
2 3 3,5 
2 2 2,4,6 
1 2 2,4 
1 1 1,3,5 
Table 5.1: Combinations of m and n that can reduce genus 
This is also summarized in Table 5.2. We ask if an (m, n) combination will result 
in a transposition that will reduce the genus of the splitting surface. Each (m, n) 
component of Table 5.2 is labeled with "Yes," "No," or "Maybe" in answer to that 
question. An answer of "Maybe" would need to be further evaluated to determine 
whether the edges to be identified appeared consecutively or alternating around a 
region. A "-" appears when the (m, n) combination is not possible. 
n: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
m = l M M N N N - - -
m=2 - M M N N N - -
m=3 - - Y M N N N -
m=4 - - - Y Y N N N 
Table 5.2: (m,n) pairs that reduce genus 
5.4 An adjacency graph AT(P) for Pd(P) 
A nice way to group the permutations (and associated diagrams) in P<j(P) is with 
an adjacency graph, AT(P). Let each (a,(3,e) G PD(P) be represented by a vertex 
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denoted va^tt labeled with the genus of Sa,p,e• Connect two vertices by an edge if the 
vertices differ by a single transposition. Use the standard distance metric on a graph, 
p(v 1 ,^2) , which is the shortest edge path connecting v\ and v2. Let §((«, e), n) 
denote the sphere of radius n in this metric space, i.e. the class of all permutations 
data sets that are a distance n from (a, (3, e). Then an edge connects (a, (3, e) to each 
element of §((a, (3, e), 1). Let v0 denote the set of vertices of minimal genus in Ar (P) . 
If we write a = ol\ol2 . •. otm, where each a^ is a cycle of ki elements, then there are 
| P D ( P ) | := IIiLi(ki — 1)! vertices in the graph and each vertex has degree YllLi (2*)' 
for ki > 5. When ki = 2, there are no transpositions, so if Q occurs, replace it with 
0; when ki = 3 the three possible transpositions result in only one adjacent vertex, 
so replace Q) with 1; when ki = 4 the six possible transpositions result in only five 
distinct elements (as conjugating (1234) by (13) or (24) both have the same result up 
to a cyclic reordering), so replace Q) with 5. 
It would make things easy if, given a presentation P, it were possible to get from 
any vertex vatp>e € AF(P) to vo by a sequence of transpositions that monotonically 
reduce the genus of the splitting surface. If it were possible, then we could search a 
diagram for a transposition that reduces genus (as per §5.3), continuing until there 
are no more genus-reducing transpositions. This would put a (very rough) upper 
bound of ~Yh{ki — 1) transpositions that would be necessary to determine the lowest 
possible genus of the splitting surface. However, this is not possible as we have a 
counterexample using the adjacency graph of the Heisenberg group. Therefore we 
cannot monotonically reduce the genus of a splitting surface by transpositions and so 
do not have an algorithm for how to proceed using only §5.3 to determine whether 
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g(dxM) = 0. If we cannot monotonically reduce the genus, then the work in §5.3 is 
only useful in recognizing when we are one transposition away from a diagram with 
dxM = 0. 
Example 5.5. By a simple counting argument, we arrive at our counterexample. 
Consider the following presentation for the Heisenberg group 
P = (x,y,z : [x,y]z~l, [x,z], [y,z]). 
Convert this to a permutation data set by the conventions of §4.3: 
a
 = (1,2,3,4)(5,6,7,8) (9,10,11,12,13), 
P = (1) 5, 2, 6, 9)(3,10,4,11)(T, 12, 8,13), 
e = (1, - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 ) . 
There are 
\Fd(P)\ := n(1* - 1)! = (4 - 1)!(4 - 1)!(5 - 1)! = 864 
vertices in >ir(P) and each vertex has degree 20. Processing (a, f3, e) in DiagramTool 
gives us the following breakdown (see Table 5.3) for the genus of splitting surfaces for 
all 
Since min{^(5a;/3j£)} = 3 and occurs twice, then |i>0| = 2, and we denote these 
elements fo(l) = (ai,/3, e) and t>o(2) = (a2,P,e). As f3 and e remain unchanged from 
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g{Sq,f3,e) Total 
3 2 
5 238 
6 520 
7 104 
Table 5.3: Genus count over all diagrams with d — 13 for 
the (a, (3, e) corresponding to P , we are only interested in 
= (1,3, 2,4)(5, 7, 6,8)(9,13,10,12,11), 
and 
a 2 = (1,4, 2, 3)(5,8, 6, 7)(9,11,12,10,13). 
Note d(v0(l),i>o(2)) = 4, since we must perform a minimum of four transpositions to 
take cti to a 2 , conjugating by (4,3), (8,7), (11,13), and (12,10). Then 
S((a i , /? ,e ) , l )nS((a 2 , / ? , e), 1) = 0, 
but 
S ( ( a 1 , A e ) , 2 ) n S ( ( a 2 , / ? , e ) , 2 ) ^ 0 , 
containing elements obtained by performing two of the four transpositions just stated 
on fo(l) and v0(2). 
Consider the portions of A r ( P ) beginning at t>o(l) and t>o(2) (Figure 5.5) and 
including all v^  such that d(vo(j),Vi) < 2, for j = 1, 2. There are 20 elements adjacent 
to Vo(j), meaning |S((ttj, (3, e), 1)| = 20. Each element has 19 adjacent elements that 
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A vertex r with g(S) = 5 
such that <1(vq.v) > 2 
«-S((a2,iM,2) 
S((ai,j9,e) S((a2 , /? ,e) , l) 
Figure 5.5: A schematic of the adjacency graph for 
are not vo(j), so |§((aj, /3, e), 2)| = 19*20. Running the data through DiagramTool, we 
have determined that all 40 elements of |§((ct?, (3, e), 1)| have genus 5, meaning there 
are 198 vertices va^t€ remaining in AF(P) with genus 5, and they are at a distance 
d{v0{j),va^e) > 2. Any path from such a va^e to v0(j) must pass through the 
elements that are distance one from vo(j). Therefore the genus cannot monotonically 
reduce. 
A better understanding of the adjacency graph could tell us the most efficient 
method for finding minimal genus. 
Question 5.6. Is there an efficient method for determining the diameter of an adja-
cency graph? 
Question 5.7. Given a presentation P, is it possible to get from any vertex £ 
AT(P) to v0 by a sequence of transpositions that do not increase the genus of ? 
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5.5 Reducing the search time for an exact s-diagram: 
a quick check for a lower bound on 
This section presents a method that is an improvement over using the algorithm to 
process all of P<*(P) (which becomes very time consuming for large d) and over using 
transpositions, which as we saw are only useful if the diagram is only one (or possibly 
two disjoint) transpositions from g(dxM) = 0. In this section, we stress that a new 
graph, the "fattened" Whitehead graph, is a good starting approximation to an exact 
s-diagram. 
As we will next show, in presentations with few generators or short relators, we 
can quickly put a lower bound, L, on the genus of the splitting surface determined by 
a family of permutations. If L > c(a), then no (a,(3,e) G P<j(P) results in an exact 
s-diagram, and there is no need to process P<f(P) with DiagramTool. 
The procedure is as follows. Assume a diagram (S; X, Y) exists such that dJ/x = 
0, meaning S — X and WT(P) can be embedded in the plane. Beginning with P, 
create WT(P). Obviously if WT(P) cannot be embedded in S2 then P is not an 
exact s-presentation and we stop (see §5.8.1), keeping in mind that P may be an 
s-presentation (see §5.6.1 for an example). 
If WT(P) can be embedded in the plane then proceed to fatten the graph by 
converting the weight w of each edge in WT(P), to a stack with w edges and each 
vertex to a disc. 
To determine if P is an exact s-presentation, we: 
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1. Consider all embeddings of the fattened Whitehead graph in the plane up to 
the necessary equivalence. 
2. Make diagrams D by trying all possible twist parameters between Xand X~ 
on all of the fat graphs that have not yet been eliminated. 
3. For each D in the previous step, determine if P(D) = P. That is, D must 
support the right presentation. 
4. Set L equal to the minimum genus over all such diagrams. 
This works because the Whitehead graph embeds in the geometric graph if there are 
no switchbacks. Let ki denote the number of edges incident with Xt. Then there are ki 
possible twist parameters for Xi, meaning Ukl computations, a fantastic improvement 
over n (k i — 1)! computations when k is large. In the case of the two-generator 
positive diagram, there are only |_f J possibilities because there is an involution on 
the diagram.1 
Example 5.8. We give an example to demonstrate when this may be faster than 
DiagramTool. Consider 
P = (a, b : a~16o6_16_1, b'1 aba'1 a~l), 
a presentation for the trivial group [MS99]. We create the Whitehead graph and then 
the fattened graph. In this case there is a unique embedding of the fattened graph in 
1John Hempel, unpublished results. 
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S2 and the fattened graph must equal the Whitehead graph for such an embedding 
because there are no split pairs of stacks. 
Figure 5.6: The weighted Whitehead graph (left) and the fattened graph (right) 
Processing this with DiagramTool, we would have (4!)(4!) = 576 computations. 
With this method, we only need to try 10 twist parameters on each pairing-hence 
10 x 10 possibilities-to determine if P(D) = P for any of these 100 possible diagrams. 
To do this, try pairing the indicated vertices on Xf with each of the vertices on X~. 
In order to consider all embeddings of the fattened Whitehead graph, we need 
to consider when the Whitehead graph equals the fattened graph and when it does 
not. A Whitehead graph will not equal the fattened graph when the fattened graph 
contains split pairs of stacks. A stack can split, separating S2 into two components, 
when some obstruction does not allow the stacks to combine into one stack. This 
can happen when there are vertices X^ and X*3 in each of the two components and 
no edge connecting X t o X^ (see Figure 5.7), or when the pair of split stacks goes 
around either side of a handle. 
In Example 5.9 we see a case where the fattened Whitehead graph can have no 
split pairs of stacks, but there are still four possible embeddings into S2. 
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xt 
Figure 5.7: Given the Whitehead graph (top), we can have different split pairs as 
shown 
Example 5.9. Consider the presentation from §5.6.3, 
P' = (z,X2,Xs : Z~1X21X3X21X3X1X21X3X2Z~1Z~1X31X21X21)-
We see that there are four possible embeddings of the fattened Whitehead graph into 
the plane. 
Figure 5.8: Two fattened graphs for P', differing in the placement of 
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Figure 5.9: Two more fattened graphs for P', differing again in the placement of 
5.6 The class of diagrams determined by a presen-
tation, [D{P)] 
In this section, as in this whole chapter, we begin with algebraic data and an algebraic 
question, and reach our conclusions by invoking properties of the topology associated 
to the algebra. As mentioned, there are several layers of ambiguity as we go from 
the algebra of a group presentation to the topology of the diagram. In this section 
we focus on diagrams determined by presentations which all reduce to the same P. 
We want to know if a presentation is an s-presentation, however, we must be acutely 
aware that we only consider reduced presentations, and that it may be a non-reduced 
form of the presentation that reveals itself as an s-presentation. 
Section 5.6.1 gives an example illustrating the problem: a presentation that does 
not appear to present a 3-manifold group, but an unreduced form of the same presen-
tation that does present a 3-manifold group. In §5.6.2, we take a topological look at 
the problem. We introduce Whitehead homeomorphisms, Whitehead automorphisms 
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and a theorem of Whitehead's in §5.6.3, which we will use to partially answer our 
question, including revisiting the presentation from §5.6.1 and demonstrating that 
since we knew P was an s-presentation, we can find a P' differing from P by White-
head automorphisms such that P' is an exact presentation. However, in §5.6.4 we 
give an example demonstrating that Whitehead's theorem is not enough to determine 
whether P is an s-presentation in a finite amount of time. 
5.6.1 An algebraic example illustrating why we must con-
sider diagrams for unreduced presentations 
Given a specific presentation P, we ask whether P is an s-presentation (§5.6.1). The 
methods we have developed thus far seem to imply that P is not an s-presentation. 
In §5.6.1, we consider P , a non-reduced form of P, and ask whether P is an s-
presentation. In this case, the methods we have developed imply that P is an s-
presentation. However we would not say that P is an exact s-presentation, because 
degA(P) dega{D{P)) when P is reduced. 
As P and P give the same reduced presentation, we conclude that our methods 
thus far can only answer either (1) Yes, P is an exact s-presentation, or (2) Incon-
clusive as to whether P is an s-presentation. 
P does not appear to be an s-presentation 
Let us consider the presentation 
P (Xi)X2,%3 : X\X2 X3X2 X3X1X2 XX3X2X\XiX3 X\X2 X2 ), 
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with deg^iP) = 18. Figure 5.10 is the graph of a diagram for P, and we conclude 
that P is not (yet) recognized as an s-presentation as it is not planar. We assure 
the reader that no other diagram in [D(P)]d is planar (which could be checked by 
running a permutation data set for P through the algorithm). 
Figure 5.10: The diagram D(P) 
An unreduced P is an s-presentation 
Let us consider the presentation 
P := (Xi,X2,X3 : X1X2 lXx1X$XilXiX21XilXo,XiX2lXxlX2,X2XlXlXzlXlX2lx21)' 
as shown in Figure 5.11, with degc(P') = 20. Notice that P and P differ only by a copy 
of x x l x \ (underlined). As our convention is to consider only reduced presentations, 
P reduces to P, and we use the notation P = r P, read "P and P are equal under 
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trivial reduction." 
Figure 5.11: The diagram D(P) 
What these examples illustrate 
After examining [Z)(P)]is, we determined P was not an exact s-presentation, but 
we were able to establish that P is an s-presentation. As degG(D(P')) = 20 but 
degA{P) = degA(P) = 18, P' is not an exact s-presentation. As P =r P, we can 
conclude that P is an s-presentation as well. This illustrates the problem alluded to at 
the beginning of this section: if we begin with algebraic data, important information 
may not be present since we consider reduced presentations. Our methods thus far 
are not strong enough to conclude that a presentation is or is not an s-presentation. 
To proceed in the same manner as the examples just given is possible, but time 
consuming. There are infinitely many forms of a non-reduced presentation to check, 
but by systematically testing a presentation (as per §4.5) after each insertion of 
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combinations of , we will find the planar, unreduced presentation if it exists. 
Lemma 5.10. The problem of deciding whether an arbitrary presentation naturally 
presents the fundamental group of a 3-manifold is recursively enumerable. 
In the next section we examine the topological implications of a non-reduced 
presentation being an s-presentation, and develop an approach to catch some of the 
cases in which a non-reduced form of P yields an s-diagram. 
5.6.2 A topological look at the problem 
Let us begin with a diagram, (S]X, Y). We do no simplification other than pulling 
the two sets of curves "tight" to remove bigons. Such an action keeps the curves 
in the same homotopy class. A diagram may contain switchbacks, coinciding with 
curves that loop the base of a handle before doubling back to cross a meridian, and 
as such cannot be homotoped away. When looking at S — X, the switchback appears 
as a curve based on a vertex. 
Example 5.11. Refer to Figure 5.11 in §5.6.1. There is a switchback on X\. Following 
the curve Y we see that Y crosses X\ with an intersection number of —1, and then 
immediately crosses X\ with an intersection number of +1. However, this cannot be 
eliminated by a homotopy. 
Thus we see that a switchback is a portion of a Y-curve with both endpoints on the 
same side of an X-curve. Algebraically, this corresponds to a relator y = 71xx-172, 
which trivially reduces toy = 7172, and therefore if we had started with the algebraic 
data we would not have known about the switchback. The trivial reduction reduces 
the algebraic degree so it is no longer equal to the geometric degree. An attempt to 
create a new diagram that corresponds to the reduced presentation may be fruitful — 
in that it could create an exact s-diagram — but it may not. The trivial reduction in 
the relator results in a new edge between the elements that came immediately before 
and after xx-1. This new edge may result in a diagram that cannot be embedded in 
the plane, meaning the diagram depicts a splitting with d x M ^ 0. 
A trivial reduction can lead to a finite sequence of trivial reductions, if the ele-
ments immediately before and after x x - 1 are also inverses. What this demonstrates 
topologically is that, even if the curve that hosts a switchback is removed (by a 
certain type of handleslide move for instance), that removal may introduce another 
switchback. 
5.6.3 Whitehead homeomorphisms and automorphisms 
In this section we introduce Whitehead homeomorphisms and Whitehead automor-
phisms, following the notation as laid out in [LS77]. A Whitehead homeomorphism on 
a diagram corresponds to a Whitehead automorphism on the group presentation. We 
first discuss how the Whitehead homeomorphism and automorphism simultaneously 
influence one another. We then introduce a theorem by Whitehead that states if the 
total relator length in a presentation can be reduced, then it can be monotonically 
reduced using Whitehead automorphisms. Finally, we explicitly state how this helps 
us get a partial answer to our question. 
Work by J. Nielson in 1924 [Nie24] demonstrated that the automorphism group 
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Aut(Fk) of the free group Fk is generated by elementary transformations (now called 
elementary Nielson transformations) and T-transformations (now called Whitehead 
automorphisms). Whitehead's work of 1936 ([Whi36a],[Whi36b]) followed on Niel-
son's work, but used the theory of handlebodies to prove that one can effectively 
decide when two sets of cyclic words in Fk are equivalent by Aut{Fk). (See [LS77] 
for a modern survey of Nielson and Whitehead's work.) Two simplified proofs of 
Whitehead's result ([Rap58],[HL74]) use purely algebraic techniques, and in fact we 
present below a reformulation of Whitehead's theorem, as given in [Rap58]. 
The simultaneous actions on the diagram and the presentation 
Let V be an oriented handlebody, and X = {Xl, X2, • • •, Xg} C dV a set of meridians 
for V which determine a dual basis {xi,x2,. • • ,xg} for vrx(X) in the standard way, 
such that Xi and X{ have a positive crossing as in Figure 4.1, letting Xi correspond 
to X and Xi correspond to Y in that figure. 
Definition 5.12. Suppose Z is a simple closed curve in dV — X and that for some 
j, X — {Xj} U {Z} is also a set of meridians for V. Then there is a homeomorphism 
h : V —> V such that h(Xj) = Z and h(Xi) = Xi for all i ^ j. This is unique 
up to Dehn twists along the {Xi}. If we require h take a specified dual basis of 
X — {Xj} U {Z} to a specified dual basis of X, it is unique up to isotopy. We call h 
a Whitehead homeomorphism. 
If some arc of Y consecutively crosses Z in opposite directions, then the Whitehead 
homeomorphism will induce a switchback. 
Let Q := {dV split open along X}. So dQ has 2g components, a pair Xf,X[~ for 
each 1 < i < g where the orientation on X^ induced by the orientation of Q agrees 
with the orientation given by X{, and where the orientation on X~ induced by the 
orientation of Q is opposite to the orientation given by Xt. 
The condition that X — {Xj} U { Z } be a set of meridians for V is that Xj~ and 
X~ lie in different components of Q — {Z}. Let H be the choice of the component of 
Q — {Z} whose oriented boundary is —Z. Let A be the collection of the Xf which 
lie in H, and A0 G A be the one element of { X f , X~} which lies in H. 
Up to isotopy, we can assume Z is a boundary component of a regular neighbor-
hood of A U T, where T is a tree joining the components of A. We assume our dual 
basis to X — {Xj} U {Z} is {x'^x^,..., x'j_1,z, x'j+1,..., x'g}. Then h*(xi) = x\ for 
% j, and h*(xj) = z. 
Obviously the dual basis has been changed to reflect the change in the meridian 
set from Xj t—> Z, but we also are using x\ instead of Xi, for i ^ j. If 2 did not cross 
an Xi, then x\ — Xi, but if Xi fl z ^ 0, then we would need a new curve x\ that is still 
dual to Xi, but we are not guaranteed that Xi and x\ are equivalent up to homotopy. 
Moreover, Xi fl Z consists of 0, 1, or 2 points (near the point Xi fl Xj) according as 
none, one or both Xf ,X~ lie in A, together with pairs (near points of xl DT) which 
lead to cancellations zz~l, when writing Xj in the basis {x^, . . . , x'j_x,z, x'j+1,...} so 
in 7Ti (V) we have: 
A0 = Xf 
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and rewriting each Xi in the new basis, we have 
/ 
z-'zfr X+,XreA 
xiz; X+eA,X~gA Xi = < 
xt* A. 
We use the above to rewrite each relation, given by the Yj s, in terms of the new 
generators. Note the automorphism h* : 7Ti(V) —> 7Tx(V) depends only on A and A0, 
denoted by (A,A0), whereas the particular Whitehead homeomorphism inducing it 
depends on the choice of the isotopy class of Z. Two Whitehead homeomorphisms 
result in the same Whitehead automorphism if they have the same {A, A®). 
Now suppose Y = {Yi,Y2,...} is a set of oriented, disjoint, simple closed curves in 
dV determining a set of conjugacy classes in We assume Y meets X efficiently 
(no bigons). To see the geometric effect on Y of a particular Whitehead homeomor-
phism inducing a given automorphism (A,A0), we chose Z judiciously: consider the 
graph in S2 whose vertices are the components of S2 — Q (identified with the bound-
ary components) and whose edges are the Y-stacks. Let T be a tree in T containing 
exactly the vertices in A and let Z equal the boundary of a regular neighborhood of 
T and the fat vertices. 
1. Then Y meets X' = (X - X j ) U Z efficiently so h(Y) meets X efficiently. So 
degG(h(Y),X) = degG[(Y, X) + f30(Y HZ)- p0(Y n Xj)}. 
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2. If Y has no switchbacks (Y-stacks with both ends in the same X f ) and Z 
crosses each Y-stack at most once, then h(Y) has no switchbacks. 
A theorem of Whitehead's 
A restatement of Whitehead's theorem by Rapaport is as follows. See [Rap58] and 
references therein. 
Theorem 5.13. Given a set of words Wo,..., in the generators of Fn, if the sum 
L of the lengths of these words can be diminished by applying automorphisms of Fn 
to the generators, then it can also be diminished by applying an automorphism of a 
preassigned finite set of automorphisms (the so-called T-transformations...). 
To make this consistent with our notation, we note that the T-transformations 
of [Rap58] are precisely the Whitehead automorphisms defined in this paper. Thus, 
given a finite presentation P, if degA{P) can be reduced, then it can be reduced by 
a Whitehead automorphism. This result provides a partial answer to our question: 
is a given presentation naturally an s-presentation? Meaning, does there exist a 
presentation P' differing from P only by Whitehead automorphisms, such that P' 
is an exact s-presentation? If degA(P') < degA(P), then according to Whitehead's 
result, we can find P' by monotonically reducing the algebraic degree of P. We next 
spell out how to search for such a P'. This will be a finite check, since after each 
degree-reducing Whitehead automorphism we can process the new presentation using 
the methods of Chapter 4. 
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Using the Whi tehead automorphism and the theorem by Whitehead 
We develop the notation to recognize a Whitehead automorphism that will reduce 
the algebraic degree. Let n(xj) denote the number of occurrences of Xi and x f 1 in the 
relators of P, and n(xixxi2) denote the number of occurrences of xnxl2 and (xllxl2)^1 
in the relators of P. 
We now partition the generators based on whether each generator and its inverse 
is in the set A (or not in the set A). Let B := {61, b2,...} be the finite list of X^ such 
that Xf e A, but Xf g A. Let C := {ci, c 2 , . . . } be the finite list of such that 
Xf £ A, but Xf $ A. Let G := {91,92, • • •} be the finite list of Xi such that both 
X+,XreA. 
Such a Whitehead automorphism /z* as spelled out above has the following effect 
on the algebraic degree of the presentation P : 
• For each occurrence of Xj or x~l in a relator, the algebraic degree of P will not 
change, as we are replacing a single variable with a single variable. 
• For each b £ B, the algebraic degree of P will increase by n(b), as each b or 
b~l forces the insertion of an extra variable. 
• For each c € C, the algebraic degree of P will increase by n(c), as each c or 
c"1 forces the insertion of an extra variable. 
• For each g £ G, the algebraic degree of P will increase by 2[n(g)}, as each g 
or forces the insertion of two extra variables. 
• The algebraic degree of P will be reduced by 2, for each occurrence of cyclically 
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adjacent elements in a relator: 
— Xjb~l or (xjfr - 1) - 1 for each b G B 
— XjC or (xjc)~ l for each c G C 
— Xjg or (Xjg)_1 for each g G G. 
So by merely knowing that the total number of reductions in the relators of P is 
greater than the total length increase, our Whitehead automorphism will result in a 
presentation with algebraic degree less than that of P. 
Lemma 5.14. A Whitehead automorphism, with isomorphism and sets B,C and G 
as defined above, will reduce degA(P) if and only if 
5 3 n{b) + J ] n(c) + 5 3 2n{g) < 5 3 2n(xJb~1) + M w ) + 5 ] M^jO)-
beB cec g£G beB ceC
 geG 
The check required for this lemma is programmable so we can generate the list 
of presentations with decreasing algebraic degree until the algebraic degree can no 
longer be shortened. This is fantastic because if we had attempted this same feat at 
the topological (diagram) level, there would have been a lot of choice involved, as the 
choice of the bonding tree affects the degree of the diagram. 
This next proof uses wave reduction. A wave is a curve in S — Y meeting X only 
in its endpoints such that neighborhoods of the endpoints of the curve are both on 
the same side of an X-curve, say Xi, and such that the curve cannot be homotoped 
back into X. The endpoints of a wave break Xi into two arcs. When a diagram has a 
wave, we can replace Xi with the wave union one of the two arcs, giving a new set of 
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X-curves. If a diagram has a switchback, then the diagram has a wave. Notice that a 
wave reduction is a Whitehead homeomorphism where A0 is the curve that supports 
the switchback (or the wave), and A is the set of curves in the component of Q — Z 
containing Aq. 
Lemma 5.15. If D is an s-diagram, then there exists a D' such that 
1. D' is an exact s-diagram; 
2. dego(D') < degG(D)-
3. D and D' differ by a sequence of Whitehead homeomorphisms. 
Proof. Let D be an s-diagram (but not exact). Then D contains a switchback. A 
wave reduction move will remove a switchback and decrease the geometric degree by 
strategically replacing an arc that crosses a Y-stack with one that does not. We only 
need to show that a wave move corresponds to a sequence of Whitehead homeomor-
phisms. 
The wave will have endpoints in some component of X, but is not parallel to X 
by a homeomorphism. The X-curve will have two arcs, and we replace the arc (with 
boundary that of the wave) which maintains the linear independence of the homotopy 
classes of the X-curves. The simple closed curve Z will hit Y, but the new curve hits 
Y less than the previous curve. This sequence of wave reductions is precisely a single 
Whitehead homeomorphism, where A is the set of all curves included in the side of 
each replaced arc, and Ao is the final curve that was replaced in the sequence. • 
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Corollary 5.16. If a presentation P is an s-presentation, then there exists a presen-
tation P' such that 
1. degG(P'(D)) < degG(P(D)), 
2. P' is an exact s-presentation, 
3. and P and P' differ by a sequence of Whitehead automorphisms. 
Consider now the genus 2 case, X = {Xi,Xj}. The Whitehead automorphisms 
just described are even simpler, as the bonding tree cannot connect both XIf and 
X~, meaning A can contain Xj~ and one or both of X*,Xf. However, if A contained 
both , X~, then the complement would contain only X j and the replacement 
would do nothing. Therefore, in the genus 2 case, A contains X j and X f , making the 
isomorphism less tedious, and reducing the number of adjacent pairs to catalog in 
the relators. Since the Whitehead homeomorphism only depends on (A, >lo) we c a n 
(for the two-generator case) always realize it by a Whitehead homeomorphism that 
reduces geometric degree. 
Lemma 5.17. A Whitehead automorphism, with isomorphism as defined above on a 
two-generator presentation, will reduce deg^iP) if and only if n(xi) < 2n(xjxj1). 
Example 5.18. We now refer back to Section 5.6.1. The presentation P given in 
that section is an s-presentation since an unreduced form of P is an s-presentation. 
By Lemma 5.15, we know there is an exact s-presentation P', which we can find using 
Lemma 5.15 on presentation P, or by using Lemma 5.14 on presentation P or P. 
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The proof of Lemma 5.15 dictates (A,A0) : A0 is the curve Xj in the cut open 
surface S — X upon which the the switchback is based, and A is the set of curves 
XI bounded by A0 and the switchback. Thus from Figure 5.11 for P, A0 := X f and 
A := determining the following automorphism: 
X\ i—• z~1, 
x3 H-> z~1x3, 
x2 >-+ x2. 
We verify that the automorphism will result in reduction of the geometric degree. 
We have the set B = 0, C = {x3}, and G — 0. Since n(c) = 4, and n(x±1x3) = 4, we 
satisfy Lemma 5.14 and we know that the net result on will be to reduce the geometric 
degree of P by four. Performing this automorphism on P we get the following: 
P' = (z,X2,X3 : z~1x21z(z~~1x3)x21z(z~1x3)xix21z(z~1x3)x2z~1z~1(x31z)z~lx21x2l) 
= (z,x2,x3 : Z~1X21X3X21X3XiX21X3X2Z~1Z~1X31X21X21)-
Note degc(P) = 18 and dego(P') = 14 = degc(P'), as P' is an exact s-presentation. 
Suppose we were given P, unaware that it was an s-presentation. Without knowing 
P, we could have searched for all automorphisms that would reduce dego(P) (using 
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Figure 5.12: The diagram D{P') 
Lemma 5.14), applied each automorphism to P, and checked whether it resulted in 
an exact s-diagram. 
5.6.4 An example showing Whitehead's theorem is not enough 
to determine whether P is an s-presentation in a finite 
amount of time 
We have just demonstrated that if there exists an exact s-presentation, P', differing 
from P by a sequence of Whitehead automorphisms with degA(P') < degA{P), then 
we will find P' in a finite amount of time. However, suppose we have a sequence 
of Whitehead homeomorphisms taking D to D', such that each Whitehead home-
omorphism decreases the geometric degree of the diagram, and the end result is a 
diagram with empty X-boundary and dego{D') = degA(P(D')). Must the sequence 
have decreased the algebraic degree? Unfortunately not, as the following sequence of 
examples demonstrates. 
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Transforming a diagram with Whitehead homeomorphisms 
Example 5.19. Consider Figure 5.13 of a positive Heegaard diagram, Clearly 
S — X is connected and embeds in S2, so this is an exact s-diagram with degG{Di) = 
15. The presentation determined by D\ is 
P(Di) := (x\, x2 : x\x2xxx2x\, xix\xix2), 
so degA{P(D\)) = 15. It will always be the case that we have an exact s-presentation 
when we begin with a positive Heegaard diagram, as there is no possibility of a 
switchback. (See [Hem04] for a discussion of positive Heegaard diagrams.) 
Figure 5.13: The diagram D\ 
If we had started with or arrived at this diagram, we would be done. But what if 
we had started with a diagram that is a few Whitehead homeomorphisms away from 
this diagram? Would we still be able to determine that we had an s-presentation in 
some bounded amount of time? In the next two examples, we make this diagram 
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worse to illustrate the uncertainty of how to proceed because we are not guaranteed 
a monotonic reduction in algebraic and geometric degree. The reader will note that 
after each Whitehead homeomorphism we relabel the permutations beginning with 
1, and rename Z by to maintain a set of X-curves, {Xi,X2}. 
Example 5.20. By using the simple closed curve Z (shown in Figure 5.14) with 
Xi i—> Z, we get another s-diagram, D2 (Figure 5.15). 
Figure 5.14: The diagram D\ with curve Z 
We see degc{D2) = 29. The s-presentation determined by D2 is 
( x i , X2 : XiXiXllX2X11XiXiXllX2XllXiXiX]_XiXi, XiXl1X2XllX2X11X2Xl1XiXiX11X2X11Xi), 
which reduces by performing trivial eliminations (underlined in P(D2)), giving 
P(D2) := (xi, x2 : XiX2Xi, x ^ 1x2x1 xx2). 
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presentation. However, since we were able to see the s-diagram with switchbacks for 
P{D2), we know it is an s-presentation. 
We perform another Whitehead homeomorphism, now on Example 5.20, to further 
demonstrate how difficult it could be to recover an exact diagram that may only be 
two Whitehead homeomorphisms away from our current diagram. 
Example 5.21. By using the simple closed curve Z on D2 (shown in Figure 5.16) 
with Xi i—> Z, we get another s-diagram, D3 (Figure 5.17). We see degc{D3) = 43. 
To determine the algebraic degree we first create the presentation directly from 
the diagram, (x\, x2 : rx, r2), where the relations r\ and r2 are 
7*1 := XxX\X~[l X^1 X2Xxl X^1 XiXiXiX^1 X2Xyl X^1 XiXiXiXiX\Xi, 
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Figure 5.16: The diagram D2 with curve Z 
and 
r2 := xixi1xilx2x^lx^lxixilxilx2x~{lxi1xixixixilxi1x2x^1x^1xixi. 
We remove all trivial cancellations (shown underlined), getting the presentation 
P(D3) = (xi, x2 : x2x±lx2x\, xi1x2xi3x2xi1x2}-
Note that degA(P{D3)) = 15. Again, as degG(D3) ± degA(P(D3)), P'(D3) is not an 
exact s-presentation. 
The significance of this progression of examples 
Since we know P(D3) and P{Di) differ by Whitehead automorphisms, and that P(Di) 
is an exact s-presentation, then we know P(D3) is an s-presentation. However, con-
sider if we had started with D3 and proceeded to D\. 
Figure 5.17: The diagram D3 
Diagram degG{Dj) degA(P{ A ) ) 
£>3 43 15 
£>2 29 13 
Di 15 15 
Table 5.4: Algebraic and geometric degree for Di 
Hence we see there exists an example of a sequence of Whitehead homeomor-
phisms on a diagram that monotonically reduces the geometric degree and does not 
monotonically reduce the algebraic degree as the diagram is transformed to an ex-
act s-diagram. There are two diagrams of the same algebraic degree, one of which 
gives an s-presentation and one of which gives an exact s-presentation, and one is not 
derived from the other simply by cancelling switchbacks. 
This sequence of examples demonstrates that we cannot guarantee that Whitehead 
homeomorphisms that monotonically reduce the algebraic degree will take us to an 
exact s-diagram. This is a problem because there can exist an exact s-presentation 
P' of greater algebraic degree than P, and we have no way of systematically searching 
for P'. More importantly, we have no way of knowing when we should stop searching 
for such presentations, and concluding that P is not an s-presentation. 
Question 5.22. If D is a diagram of minimal geometric degree up to equivalence of 
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Whitehead homeomorphisms, does D have a minimal algebraic degree among all of 
the diagrams in this same class? 
Question 5.23. If D is an s-diagram, is there a bound on the geometric degree for 
an exact s-diagram of D', such that D' differs from D by a sequence of Whitehead 
homeomorphisms. 
5.7 The case of the two-generator presentation is 
completely solved 
We now consider the case when P = (xi, x2 : ..., rn). Any diagram determined by 
P will have two base curves, Xi ,X 2 , and four vertices in the geometric graph of the 
diagram. We have a complete solution to our problem in the two-generator case due 
to the unique topology of the geometric graph when it has only four vertices. 
We continue the notation from §5.6.3: Z is the simple closed curve of the White-
head homeomorphism and A is the set of vertices within Z. Without loss of generality, 
suppose out of the meridian set X := {Xi, X2} that A0 = X\. Then X+ and X f must 
be on different sides of Z, and using either side of Z for replacement will still contain 
the element to be replaced. Also, we cannot have both X£ and on the same 
side of Z. Otherwise there would be a single X{ on one side of Z. forcing the White-
head homeomorphism to replace that single curve, which would just be a renaming 
of elements. 
When PO(X) > 3, X * and X f will still be separated by Z, but we are not 
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guaranteed that the remaining Xj curves will be symmetric on either side of Z. The 
case when Po(X) = 2 is special though, because there are only two ways in which Z 
can separate the signed meridians, up to a relabeling of elements. 
1. Z+ surrounds {X^X^} and surrounds 
2. Z+ surrounds { X f , ^ ^ } and Z~ surrounds {X^X^}. 
Clearly renaming W := Z" can change any issues with orientation, as well. When 
performing a Whitehead homeomorphism, these are the only choices we have for A, 
so it is easy to try all of these Whitehead homeomorphisms and determine which 
homeomorphism gives a diagram of lower geometric degree. 
There are only three possible (connected) planar graphs on 4 vertices that satisfy 
the weight equations: (1) K4 (the tetrahedron) which has no split pairs of stacks 
and no waves as seen in Figure 5.18, (2) a graph with a split pair of stacks but no 
switchbacks, as seen in Figure 5.19 and (3) a graph with switchbacks and a split pair 
of stacks, as seen in Figure 5.20. The graphs are labeled with weights on each edge, 
where each weight is a nonnegative integer. 
K 
Figure 5.18: Complete graph on four vertices 
As there are only four choices for A (really just two up to inverting through Z), 
we can quickly examine them for each graph. In graphs (1) and (2), all possibilities 
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Figure 5.19: Graph on four vertices with a split pair of stacks 
d 
Figure 5.20: Graph on four vertices with a split pair of stacks and switchbacks 
for A can be realized with Z encircling a stack, both vertices hosting the stack, and 
nothing else; therefore Z will not introduce switchbacks. 
There are two ways to label graph (3), by either placing vertices X f , Xf adjacent 
or X f , X ~ adjacent. For now, assume there is an edge between X f , X f as depicted 
in Figure 5.20. Then there is no edge between X f , X~, and performing a Whitehead 
homeomorphism on this pair will induce a switchback crossing curve c. However, 
in such a case, it would be beneficial to first perform a Whitehead homeomorphism 
via a wave along the stack with endpoints on { X f , X f } £ A. This will remove the 
switchback, and decrease the geometric degree, putting us in the case of graphs (1) 
and (2). 
Also, the geometric degree of D(P) can be reduced monotonically (Theorem 5.13), 
meaning the Whitehead homeomorphism that created the switchback from crossing 
c (twice) would result in a geometric degree that was 2c greater than if we had not 
introduced the switchback. Thus, in the two-generator case, the geometric degree can 
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be reduced monotonically without introducing switchbacks. 
Proposition 5.24. Let D be a two-meridian s-diagram with switchbacks. Then there 
is a Whitehead homeomorphism that will remove the switchbacks and decrease the 
geometric degree. 
As a result, we also conclude that the a diagram of lowest geometric degree will 
not have switchbacks. If we began with an s-diagram D, then at minimal degc(D) 
we would have no switchbacks and retain an embeddable diagram D, so we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 5.25. Given a two-meridian s-diagram D, the diagram of minimal geo-
metric degree D' will be an exact s-diagram, and D and D' differ by some sequence 
of Whitehead homeomorphisms. 
Theorem 5.26. If we have a two-generator presentation, P, represented by an s-
diagram, then P is represented by an exact s-diagram. 
Proof. If the s-diagram is exact, we are done. 
If the s-diagram is not exact, then by Proposition 5.24 we can reduce the geometric 
degree by Whitehead homeomorphisms and at the minimal geometric degree, we get 
another P' which is represented by an exact s-diagram (Corollary 5.25). Turn that 
process around, and now take the sequence of inverse Whitehead homeomorphisms 
in the opposite order, each of which does not induce switchbacks. The sequence of 
homeomorphisms corresponds to automorphisms that takes P' back to P. • 
Corollary 5.27. The problem of deciding whether an arbitrary presentation with two 
generators naturally presents the fundamental group of a 3-manifold is solved. 
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5.8 Sufficient conditions to determine P is not an 
s-presentation 
Prom Theorem 3.1, any presentation determined by the diagram D satisfies 
| P(D)\^n1(M(D))*Fk. 
If Fk is the trivial group and dxM is empty, then P will present the fundamental 
group of the 3-manifold M(D) determined by the diagram, and we would say P is 
naturally a 3-manifold presentation. However, as mentioned in §5.1, the factor of the 
free product is not a hinderance to being a 3-manifold group, as 
7n{M{D)) * Fk ~ 7Ti(M(D)#fc(5'2 x S1), 
and this is a 3-manifold group. So we have a very subtle technicality: do we want 
P to present any 3-manifold group, or do we want P(D) to present the fundamental 
group of the specific 3-manifold M(D)1 This section gives sufficient conditions under 
which P is not naturally a 3-manifold presentation. Section 5.8.1 gives sufficient 
conditions for Fk {1}, and §5.8.2 gives sufficient conditions for dxM 0. In some 
circumstances, we may not be concerned if Fk is trivial or not. 
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5.8.1 Recognizing when Fk is nontrivial 
In §5.1 we required that a and (3 generate a transitive subgroup in Sd- If not, then we 
would have the disjoint union of curve sets and the fundamental group of could 
be understood as a connected sum. If a, f3 do not generate a transitive subgroup of 
Sd, then p0(S — X) > 1. However, S — X can also have more than one component 
when there are separating curves, as we saw in Chapter 3. 
Lemma 5.28. If a, (3 generate a transitive subgroup of Sd and (3q(S — X) > 1, then 
Fk is not the trivial group and therefore P does not present the fundamental group of 
the 3-manifold M(D). 
Since WT embeds in S, then WT embeds in S — X. If S — X is not connected, 
then f30(WT) > 1. From WT, we can determine the reason (30(S — X) > 1; if it is 
because M is a connected sum or if it is because the diagram contains a separating 
curve. If a curve appears as vertices Xf and X~ in different components of WT, then 
there is a separating curve and Fk is not the trivial group (note that we may not be 
able to identify which curve is the separating curve, though), whereas if the manifold 
is a connected sum, then each pair of curves Xf and X~ will appear together in the 
same component of WT. Again though, a connected sum will mean that a, (3 will not 
be a transitive subgroup of Sd. 
5.8.2 Recognizing when dxM is nonempty 
For dxM to be empty, S — X must be planar. The Whitehead graph will always 
embed in the cut open splitting surface. Therefore, if WT(P) is not planar, then 
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S — X is not planar. 
We see that for P to be an s-presentation, D(P) must be planar. We must be 
careful since some unreduced presentation that reduces to P must be planar. For the 
remainder of this section, we assume we are in the case where degA{P(D)) = dego(D). 
If it is the case that we are unable to determine whether degA{P(D)) = degc(D), 
then Lemma 5.29 and Corollary 5.32 still hold if we replace "P is not naturally a 
presentation of a 3-manifold group" with "P is not an exact s-presentation." 
Lemma 5.29. If WT is not planar, then P is not naturally a presentation of a 
3-manifold group. 
Much work has been done on determining the planarity of graphs. Recall the 
order of a graph is the number of vertices in the graph, and the size of a graph is 
the number of edges in the graph. Consider the following theorem from group theory, 
taken from [Bol98]. 
Theorem 5.30. A planar graph with v > 3 vertices has at most 3v—6 edges. A planar 
graph with v vertices and shortest cycle length > g has at most m a x { ^ {n~ 2), n — 1} 
edges. 
Work of Kuratowski [Kur30], extended by Wagner [Wag37] builds off of these 
conditions to give us the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.31. A graph is planar i f f it contains neither K5 nor as a minor. 
Satisfying Theorem 5.31 or a contrapositive to either of the conditions in Theorem 
5.30 is enough to conclude P is not planar. There are many efficient algorithms that 
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check for planarity. Such algorithms usually work in linear time on the number of 
vertices. The speed of these algorithms is due to the fact that planar graphs are sparse. 
Two specific pieces of code in the public domain that check for graph planarity are 
the Edge Addition Planarity Algorithm source code and the Public Implementation 
of a Graph Algorithm Library and Editor. 
We can state conditions on the presentation, rather than the Whitehead graph. 
These are just based on the fact that the number of vertices in WT(P) is twice the 
number of generators in the group presentation. 
Corollary 5.32. If P has three or more generators and all possible occurrences of 
pairs of generators in the relations, then P is not naturally a presentation of a 3-
manifold group. 
Corollary 5.33. Let P be a presentation with m generators. If WT(P) has more 
than 6m — 6 edges, then P is not naturally an s-presentation. 
We actually are able to say something stronger, as we will not require dego(D) = 
degA(P(D)). 
Lemma 5.34. For any diagram, the number of edges in the geometric graph is greater 
than or equal to the number of edges in the Whitehead graph. 
Proof. Let E(GT) be the edge set for the geometric graph, E(WT) be the edge set 
for the Whitehead graph, and ^ (GT) ! denote the cardinality of a set. 
The geometric graph differs from the Whitehead graph in that it can have a split 
pair of stacks and switchbacks. We partition E(GT) into EGW, the set of edges of GT 
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that are also in the Whitehead graph; EGS, the set of edges that are switchbacks in 
the geometric graph; and EGe, the 'extra' split edges, meaning if edges e\,... ek all 
have endpoints on vertices v\ and v2, then without loss of generality e EGW and 
e 2 , . . . , ek e EGe. Clearly EGW C E(WT). 
If E(WT) n EGW = 0, then we are done. If E(WT) n EGW ± 0, then each edge 
in E(WT) — EGW is created when a switchback is removed so 
\E{WT)nEGw\ < \EGa\, 
and we have 
\E(WT)\ = \EGW\ + \(E(WF) n EGW)\ < \EGW\ + \EGa\ < |£?(Gr)|. 
• 
Prom this we can conclude that for a presentation P with m generators, if WT(P) 
has more than 6m — 6 edges, then every geometric graph for [D(P)\ will also have 
more than 6m — 6 edges. 
Chapter 6 
The Isomorphism Problem for 
3-manifold groups 
The field of 3-manifolds is still open to much study because the Homeomorphism Prob-
lem for 3-manifolds is still unresolved. The corresponding problem for 2-manifolds is 
solved [DH07] and for n-manifolds (n > 4) the problem is unsolvable [WBP68, Mar58]. 
It remains open whether this problem is solvable for 3-manifolds and if so, to provide 
efficient solutions. We suggest some steps towards this. 
If Mi and M2 are homeomorphic, then 7Ti(Mi) = 7rx(M2). That is, we can consider 
the Isomorphism Problem, also a difficult problem as there can not be an algorithm 
starting with a presentation and deciding if it is a 3-manifold group. 
Even though this problem is difficult, we can still give a partial answer since what 
we have done has a nice invariant of groups hidden in it. For any finitely presented 
group, we can ask what is the smallest genus surface on which a presentation of 
that group can be written? This is defined for all finitely presented groups, since 
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for every finitely presented group we can determine a finite presentation for that 
group, and every finite presentation can be realized by a set of curves on a genus g 
surface, as per Chapter 4. Minimizing over g(S) (or g(dxM) if preferred) gives us our 
group invariant. Additionally, this process quickly picks out a 3-manifold group when 
g(dxM) = 0. If we can determine that two fundamental groups are not isomorphic, 
then we know that the two manifolds cannot be homeomorphic. 
Given G\ := -ki(Mi) and G2 := (M2) create presentations Pi for i = 1,2. We 
wish to find the lowest genus splitting surfaces which realize these presentations. That 
is, over all diagrams ( S f , X , Y ) in [D(Pi)\, what is mm{g(S)}? This is only helpful in 
a limited setting because there are several problems, all related to constructions not 
being well-defined. 
The first problem is that there is not a unique presentation for a group and second, 
[D(Pi)] is an infinite class of diagrams. Therefore we can in general only give upper 
bounds to this invariant. However, we have developed methods that will allow us to 
recognize circumstances in which d x M = 0 and d x M ^ 0, and as such it is more 
practical to use g(dxMi) as an invariant rather than g(Si). Note that for an s-diagram 
g(S) - /3bPO = g{dxM) (See Theorem 4.9). 
Again, we can only determine this in a limited setting, as we only provided suffi-
cient conditions for recognizing whether or not d x M = 0 (Chapter 5). We can only 
determine g(dxM2) 0 if we chose a diagram that is adaptable to the methods of 
section §5.8. 
The other problem with the methods of Chapter 5 is in recognizing diagrams for 
which g(dxMi) = 0. If dxM is empty, we have an algorithm that would eventually 
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determine this. However, this algorithm is still inefficient until an upper bound on 
geometric degree is determined, indicating when we should stop searching for such a 
diagram. 
Chapter 7 
Appendix to §5.4 
Below are the tables for all possible outcomes of transpositions. Examples for m = 2,3 
have been included, and indicate which regions, Ri were in the same component of 
S — {X U Y). For brevity, we used notation for the examples as follows: Recall that 
the gluing rules tell us R\ is identified to R3; R2 is identified to i?5 is identified 
to R7; and Rq is identified to R8. Call these pairings partner regions. Let a,b,c,d 
represent any four elements that are not identified under a gluing rule, and denote 
their partner region with the same letter. We group regions that are glued together 
into clusters, which we separate with a period. For example, aba.cc.a.d.d denotes that 
there is a 3-cluster, a 2-cluster, and three 1-clusters. Obviously the order in which the 
clusters are listed does matter, as well as how many pairs of partner regions appear 
in the same cluster. This notation gives all possible groupings of regions, by trying 
all possible assignments for a, b, c and d. 
The number of identifications within each cluster determines R, but there may be 
some ambiguity as to the non-planar component of S * — {X U Y). We accommodate 
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for this by making each cluster an ordered cluster in the examples that follow. When 
there are two or more identifications between edges, the resulting shape depends on 
whether the edges to be identified were consecutive (denoted aabb, for example) or 
alternating (denoted abab, for example) around the boundary. As shown in Figure 7.1 
below, two identifications can result in So,3 if the edges to be identified are consecutive, 
or can result in S i ; i if the edges are alternating. 
b a 
Figure 7.1: S0,3 (left) and S M (right) 
The results for up to four identifications within a cluster are summarized in Table 
7.1. 
Identifications Result ti 
i s ^ . r 
1 So,2 ^ 
2 So,3 3 
2 S1;1 1 
3 S0,4 4 
3 5I,2 2 
4 S2,i 1 
4 So,5 5 
4 Si,3 3 
Table 7.1: Results of 1, 2,3 and 4 identifications on a disc 
Case m = 4 . In order to have four components when finished, clusters can contain at 
most two regions that are identified under the gluing rules. That is, no cluster can 
be greater than 2, which is reflected in the summands. 
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m n n-Summands R E £i Example 
4 8 
4 7 
4 6 
4 5 
4 4 
1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1 
2+1+1+1+1+1+1 
2+2+1+1+1+1 
2+2+2+1+1 
2+2+2+2 
4So;i 4 a.a.b.b.c.c.d.d 
35o,i + So,2 5 aa.b.b.c.c.d.d 
2So,i + 250,2 6 aa.bb.c.c.d.d 
£0,1 + 35q,2 7 aa.bb.cc.dd 
450,2 8 aa.bb.cc.dd 
Table 7.2: Case m=4 
Case m = 3 . We consider all combinations of n-Summands that sum to eight. All 
components of R in S' will have an even number of original regions since they were 
glued in pairs. Therefore, if too many summands are odd, then they must combine 
when glued and there may not be m components. We have indicated those in the 
table. For example, when m = 3 and n = 3, we cannot have the summand 6 + 1 + 1, as 
the two l 's must combine, resulting in either m = 2 or m = 1 if the two l 's combine 
with the 6. When the same summand appears multiple times in the m = 3 table, it 
is to because the identifications from Figure 7.1 result in more than one possibility 
for the resulting R. 
Case m = 2. The same summand occasionally appears multiple times in this table 
as well. Like in the case of m = 3, it may be because there is some ambiguity as 
to the order of the identifications and we have to refer to 7.1. However, this table 
also contains more duplications of a summand because there are different ways to 
combine to make m. For example, in the case of m = 2, n = 4 and the summand 
4 + 2 + 1 + 1, the clusters could combine into two components of R, containing two 
regions and six regions (as in 1235.47.6.8), or containing four regions and four regions 
(as in 1234.56.7.8). The table is continued onto the next page. 
Case ( m = l ) . This is the easiest case to calculate as it does not require examples or 
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m n n—Summands R m Example 
3 7 2+1+1+1+1+1+1 3<So,i 3 ab.c.d.a.b.c.d 
3 6 3+1+1+1+1+1 So,2 + 25o,i 4 aba.b.c.c.d.d 
3 5 4+1+1+1+1 25o,i + So,3 5 aabb.c.c.d.d 
3 5 4+1+1+1+1 2So,i + Si,i 3 abab.c.c.d.d 
3 5 2+2+2+1+1 2SO,2 + S0,i 5 aa.bb.cd.c.d 
3 5 3+2+1+1+1 2SO,2 + So,i 5 aba.cc.b.d.d 
3 4 5+1+1+1 m / 3 
3 4 4+2+1+1 <So,i + So,2 + So,3 6 aabb.cc.d.d 
3 4 4+2+1+1 So,i + So,2 + S 1,1 4 abab.cc.d.d 
3 4 3+3+1+1 m 3 
3 4 3+2+2+1 3S0,2 6 aba.b.cc.dd 
3 4 2+2+2+2 3SO,2 6 aa.bb.cd.cd 
3 3 6+1+1 m 3 
3 3 5+2+1 m / 3 
3 3 4+3+1 
3 3 4+2+2 2SO,2 + So,3 7 aabb.cc.dd 
3 3 4+2+2 2SO,2 + Si, i 5 abab.cc.dd 
3 3 3+3+2 
Table 7.3: Case m=3 
consideration of the different possibilities of n summands totaling eight. A transposi-
tion of curves results in four identifications. If we begin with n components, we know 
that they all must be connected in R since m = 1. We need n — 1 identifications to 
combine the pieces into a disc, and will have 4 — (n — 1) identifications that can add 
genus or boundary to our disc. 
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m n n—Summands R Example 
2 6 3+1+1+1+1+1 2£o , i 2 abc.a.b.c.d.d 
2 5 4+1+1+1+1 £ o , i + S o , 2 3 abcc.a.b.d.d 
2 5 3+2+1+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + -So,2 3 aba.b.cd.c.d 
2 5 3+2+1+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 0 , 2 3 abc.a.b.c.dd 
2 5 2+2+2+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + S o , 2 3 aa.bc.bd.c.d 
2 5 2+2+2+1+1 S'0,1 + S o , 2 3 ab.ab.cd.c.d 
2 5 2+2+2+1+1 S'0,1 + £ o , 2 3 ab.ac.bc.d.d 
2 4 5+1+1+1 S'0,1 + S o , 3 4 d.d.aabbc.c 
2 4 5+1+1+1 S'0,1 + £ 1 , 1 2 d.d.ababc.c 
2 4 4+2+1+1 S'0,1 + S o , 3 4 aabb.cd.c.d 
2 4 4+2+1+1 S'0,1 + £ 1 , 1 2 abab.cd.c.d 
2 4 4+2+1+1 S'0,1 + S o , 3 4 aabc.bc.d.d 
2 4 4+2+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 1 , 1 2 abac.bc.d.d 
2 4 4+2+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 0 , 2 3 abac.b.c.dd 
2 4 3+3+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 0 , 3 4 aab.bcc.d.d 
2 4 3+3+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 1 , 1 2 aba.bcc.d.d 
2 4 3+3+1+1 2£O,2 4 aba.b.cdc.d 
2 4 3+2+2+1 2£O,2 4 aba.b.cd.cd 
2 3 6+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 0 , 4 5 aabbcc.d.d 
2 3 6+1+1 £ 0 , 1 + £ 1 , 2 3 ababcc.d.d 
2 3 5+2+1 £ 0 , 2 + £ 0 , 3 5 aabbc.c.dd 
2 3 5+2+1 £ 0 , 2 + £ 1 , 1 3 ababc.c.dd 
2 3 4+3+1 £ 0 , 2 + £ 0 , 3 5 aabb.ccd.d 
2 3 4+3+1 £ 0 , 2 + £ 1 , 1 3 abab.ccd.d 
2 3 4+2+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 0 , 3 5 aabb.cd.cd 
2 3 4+2+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 1 , 1 3 abab.cd.cd 
2 3 4+2+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 0 , 3 5 aabc.bc.dd 
2 3 4+2+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 1 , 1 3 abac.bc.dd 
2 3 3+3+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 0 , 3 5 aab.bcc.dd 
2 3 3+3+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 1 , 1 3 aba.cbc.dd 
2 2 7+1 m / 2 
2 2 6+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 0 , 4 6 aabbcc.dd 
2 2 6+2 £ 0 , 2 + £ 1 , 2 4 abcabc.dd 
2 2 5+3 
2 2 4+4 2£O,3 6 aabb.ccdd 
2 2 4+4 £ 0 , 3 + £ 1 , 1 4 aabb.cdcd 
2 2 4+4 2 £ i , i 2 abab.cdcd 
Table 7.4: Case m=2 
m n R Y*£i 
1 5 S 0 , I ~ 
1 4 So,2 2 
1 3 So,3 3 
1 3 S u 1 
1 2 So,4 4 
1 2 Si,2 2 
1 1 So,5 5 
1 1 Sx,3 3 
1 1 S2>1 1 
Table 7.5: Case m = l 
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